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ABSTRACT 

The principal aim of the present investigation was to examine 

the dynamic responses of tendon organs (TO) during anisometric con

tractions controlled in force servo to obtain linear ramp profiles of 

active whole muscle and single motor unit force development in cat 

soleus. The architecture of this muscle and the experimental proce

dures were also appropriate for a detailed quantitative analysis of 

the TO's static force responsiveness during graded isometric force 

development. 

The static responsiveness of 39 TOs was assessed by using the 

inherent length:tension relationship of muscle to grade the level of 

isometric force development in both whole muscles and individual motor 

units. During whole muscle contractions, individual TOs from the same 

muscle discharged at different rates although the forces recorded at 
* 

the tendon were the same. When the responses of a single receptor were 

compared during contraction of several different motor units, no cor

relation could be found between the intensity of discharge and the 

relative contraction strengths of the individual motor units. In con

trast, an inverse relationship was found between the contraction 

strengths of individual motor units and the apparent static force sensi

tivity of the receptor. Variability of TO response to contraction of 

single motor units was explainable on the basis of calculated differences 

ix 
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in the contraction strengths of individual soleus muscle fibers. This 

analysis suggests that soleus tendon organs have similar absolute 

sensitivities to static force development. 

There was a progressive decrease in the apparent static force 

sensitivity of TOs with muscle lengthening. An indirect estimate of 

the corresponding changes in force which occur at the receptor capsule 

itself revealed that the incremental sensitivity of the receptor pro

gressively decreases with increasing total force exerted at the 

receptor capsule. 

An ensemble analysis was also undertaken of the collective 

static response of TOs during motor unit contractions at different 

muscle lengths. It is suggested that the most significant change in lb 

afferent discharge during normal muscle activity results from increases 

in the number of motor units which develop force in series with the 

receptor rather than from changes in the individual contraction 

strengths of those muscle fibers attached to the receptor. 

A dynamic index (DI, defined as the difference between the peak 

phasic discharge and the steady state discharge occurring 0.5 sec later) 

was used to quantitate the dynamic responses of 37 TOs to ramp changes 

in active force. The relationship between DI and the rate of change of 

force (F) was curvilinear for whole muscle contractions and for single 

motor unit contractions. This relationship could be described by the 

• b 
power function DI = aF (0 < b< 1). The magnitude of the DI was 

greater during whole muscle contractions than during motor unit con

tractions. This difference is in agreement with the difference In the 



xi 

number of muscle fibers contributing to the rate of force development 

in the two situations. Although the dynamic response of an individual 

lb afferent is shown to be a function of the rate of change of force at 

the tendon, it is not necessarily related to the rate and extent of the 

force change when different motor units are used to perturb the same 

tendon organ. 

For ramp changes in whole muscle and single motor unit force, 

the dynamic response diminished with muscle lengthening but increased 

with prolonged application of the dynamic stimulus. There was no pro

nounced "initial burst" corresponding to the initial step increase of 

the rate of change of force at the beginning of the ramp. These find

ings are discussed in terms of the structure of the TO and the under

lying anatomical arrangement between the receptor and its surrounding 

muscle fibers. 



INTRODUCTION 

A major responsibility of the central nervous system Is to 

control and coordinate muscle forces such that motor control is 

achieved, in a purposeful and efficient manner. Skeletal muscle is a 

versatile and nonlinear force generator. At any given degree of 

motoneuronal activation, the force produced by a muscle is also a 

function of its length:tension, force:velocity, fatigability and 

metabolic properties. To determine whether or not a particular 

command for muscle action is being executed appropriately, the cen

tral nervous system must receive moment-to-moment and accurate 

feedback information concerning the length of the muscle and the 

force it is generating. 

Skeletal muscle contains two major proprioceptors, the 

muscle spindle and the tendon organ. The muscle spindle has received 

considerable attention (cf. P. B. Matthews, 1972) since identified 

as a sensory receptor by Sherrington in 1894. Their la afferents 

have been found to be primarily concerned with providing information 

relating to changes of muscle length (for history of afferent termi

nology see P. B. Matthews, 1972). 

In contrast the tendon organ has received comparatively 

little experimental attention (cf. Stuart, Mosher & Gerlach, 1972). 

This discrepancy appears to have evolved, in part at least, from 

B. H. Matthews1 (1933) early observation that, in comparison with the 

muscle spindle, the tendon organ has a low sensitivity to the forces 

1 



produced by passive muscle stretch. This suggestion, in conjunction 

with the finding that the lb afferents of tendon organs were largely 

responsible for autogenetic inhibition (Laporte & Lloyd, 1952; cf. 

Eccles, Eccles & Lundberg, 1957a, b), led to the concept that the 

tendon organ was the sensory initiator of the "lengthening reaction" 

(Sherrington, 1909) and functioned only as a protective device, 

serving to prevent undue tissue damage in the face of extreme over

stretch of a contracting muscle (cf. Granit, 1955; Ruch et al. 1965). 

It has also been suggested (P. B. Matthews, 1972) that the complex 

and thought-provoking structure of the muscle spindle was more 

intriguing to the anatomists and physiologists than the more simply 

structured tendon organ. Indeed, there were virtually no electro

physiological studies on tendon organs for over a 30 year epoch 

between B. H. Matthews' classic 1933 report and the recent era of 

investigations which begins with the reports of Jansen & Rudjord 

(1964) and Houk & Henneman (1967). 

The introduction which follows begins with an account of 

tendon organ anatomy and proceeds to a historical review of tendon 

organ physiology up to 1967. The concluding portion of the intro

duction is an overview of the physiological properties of the tendon 

organ as revealed largely by recent investigations. 
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Anatomical Structure and Distribution of Tendon Organs 

Structure 

The tendon organ was first described by Golgi in 1880 and is 

often referred to as the "Golgi tendon organ". Later descriptions 

(Catteanno, 1880; Huber & Dewitt, 1900; Cajal, 1909; Stillwell, 1957; 

Ralston, Miller & Kasahara, 1960; Wohlfart & Henriksson, 1960; Boyd, 

1962) were limited largely to brief, unspeciflc characterizations of 

gross structure based largely on observations of material stained 

histologically only for the network of axonal filaments that terminate 

in the receptor. Using these simple techniques, Huber & Dewitt (1900) 

provided an overall description from a variety of different specieB 

which remained essentially unchanged until the late 1960's. 

In addition to extensively reviewing the earlier literature, 

Huber & Dewitt (1900) found the tendon organ to be a fusiform collec

tion of longitudinal tendinous fasciculi ("the intrafusal tendons") 

surrounded by a capsule of varying thickness. One end of the capsule 

was attached to several muscle fibers while the other end became fused 

with the common tendon. Their report was primarily concerned with the 

termination of the nerve endings within the satellite structure of the 

receptor. They emphasized that the nerve was subdivided into a fine 

network of filaments upon entering the capsule and which distributed 

themselves among the multitude of tendinous bundles. They further 

distinguished four types of tendon organs based on the various subdivi

sions, endplate topography and terminal location of the nerve supply 

within the capsule. No subsequent anatomical or physiological study 

has confirmed this feature, however. 



Despite this long anatomical history, it remained for Bridgman 

in 1968 to present the first comprehensive pictorial representation 

of the spatial anatomy of tendon organs. His three-dimensional 

reconstructions of a tendon organ in cat extensor digitorum brevis 

focus on the arrangement and microstrueture of the intrafusal tendons. 

He described the receptor as a specialized tendinous fascicle lying 

between muscle fibers and the muscle's aponeurosis of origin or 

insertion. A dense collagen fascicle projects from an aponeurosis 

and extends into the receptor where it subdivides repeatedly into 

smaller collagen fibers and becomes surrounded by a fine thin capsule. 

The capsule is continuous with many septa that wedge into and separate 

the fine collagen fibers into several subcompartments or clefts. As 

the receptor extended further into the muscle, the collagen fibers 

recollected into larger fasciculi and finally merged with the extra-

fusal muscle fibers. The capsule faded out and became continuous 

with the endomysium. 

Bridgman*s (1968) model emphasized that the collagen strands 

extended uninterrupted from end to end along the entire length of the 

organ. Midway along the length of the organ, a 12 to 15 y, thickly-

myelinated sensory nerve enters the capsule (along with the small 

capillaries) and arborizes extensively such that minute axon terminals 

become intertwined among the many small collagen fibers. 

Electron micrographs (Merrillees, 1962; Schoultz & Swett, 

1972, 1974) show the nerve and collagen to come into intimate asso

ciation. In the distal-most portions of the terminations, the 

axolemma loses its Schwann cell investments and is separated from 



the neighboring collagen strands by basal lamina alone. In some in

stances , there are areas where even the basal lamina is lacking such 

that the axolemma is actually in contact with the collagen. Bridgman 

(1968) emphasized that the innervating axon was of group X diameter. 

His measurement of other small fibers entering the capsule appear to 

be inaccurate (5 to 7 p,) since such "accessory" nerves (Wohlfart & 

Henriksson, 1960) are now known to be of smaller group III (2 to 5 

^) and group IV (0.5 to 1 p,) diameter (Barker, 1974). 

Most recently, Schoultz & Swett (1972, 1974) have completed 

a detailed study of tendon organ ultrastructure. Their electron 

micrographs revealed the collagen bundles to spiral (rather than be 

arranged in a continuous parallel array) through the longitudinal 

axis of the organ "divid(ing), twist(ing) and regroup(ing) over short 

longitudinal distances . . . (with) unmyelinated axons intertwin(ed) 

among them M (Schoultz & Swett, 1972, p. 1). The interfiber cleft 

resulting from this "bramble bush" arrangement was found to be 

considerably smaller (ca 20 p,) than those of Bridgman's (1968) illus

trations (1000 p,). Schoultz & Swett (1972) suggested that these 

smaller distances might be more efficient in the transduction of 

mechanical energy into propagated action potentials (see below). 

The capsule was demonstrated to be a stout, multilayered structure 

which formed fluid tight seals at each pole of the organ, thereby 

isolating the intraluminar fluids from the extracapsular milieu. 

At the muscular end, the capsule formed a distinct funnel-shaped 

collar surrounding the inserting muscle fibers. In addition to the 

myelinated lb nerve fiber, it was shown that several unmyelinated 



nerves also entered the organ capsule. These fibers probably corre

spond to the accessory nerve seen occasionally by other workers 

(Wohlfart & Henriksson, 1960). While the destination and function 

of these accessory nerves is unknown, Schoultz & Swett (1972) sug-

gested that they may innervate the smooth muscle cells of the recep

tor's vasculature which, interestingly enough, is localized to the 

capsule sheath per se; only rarely was a blood vessel seen in the 

capsule lumen itself. It is difficult to speculate on the role of 

accessory nerves since they do not appear to innervate all receptors 

and their distribution within receptors is quite variable (D. Barker 

personal communication). 

The specific mechanism of sensory transduction within a 

tendon organ remains unknown. In agreement with Bridgman (1968), 

Schoultz & Swett (1972) suggested that the transduction occurs 

when contracting muscle fibers pull upon the tendon organ. This 

micromovement is thought to compress the free nerve endings within 

the organ so that initiation of a generator potential and subsequent 

action potentials are obtained. Schoultz & Swett (1972) further 

suggested that the 20 ̂  cleft which exists between the collagen 

bundles (as a result of their interlacing and spiral structure) 

is mechanically more advantageous in compressing the 2 p, axon termi

nals than would be the 1000 p, cleft which would have to occur if 

the bundles were arranged in the parallel fashion as described by 

Bridgman (1968). 

Tendon organs show a variation in size from species to 

species as well as from muscle to muscle. Swett & Eldred (1960b) 



reported the average (± S.D.) length of cat soleus and medial 

gastrocnemius tendon organs to be 810 ± 190 p, and 660 ± 130 p, 

respectively. In a sample of 31 tendon organs from extensor digi-

torum brevis (EDB) Bridgman (1970) found the average length to be 

1110 ̂  (range 900-1200 with a mean maximum width of 100-200 

In 100 gold-chloride stained preparations from a variety of cat 

hind limb muscles, Barker (1974) reported a mean length of 521 ̂  

(range 242-1045 p,) and a maximum width of 126 ^ (range 66-220 g,). 

Bridgman (1970) found rat tendon organs (gastrocnemius and EDB) to 

be smaller (length = 640 p,, width = 47 ̂ ) than those of the cat 

whereas human receptors (from 9 EDB) were found to be larger 

(length = 1600 width = 122 n). Although Schoultz & Swett (1972) 

did not list the specific dimensions of their tendon organ sample, 

they do report the tendon organ to be 8-10X longer than its width. 

From their data (by extrapolation), the receptor is approximately 

900-1100 P, long and 100 JJ, wide in the extensor carpi ulnar is muscle 

of the cat. 

In a study of ten different' muscles from the cat hind limb, 

foot and trunk musculature, M. Pang of Barker's (former Hong Kong) 

research group (Barker, 1962, 1974) reported that, on the average, 

10.5 muscle fibers (range 3-25) insert directly onto the organ 

capsule. Five percent of the 1337 receptors examined had 25-50 

fibers connected to their capsule. Barker (1962, 1974) did not 

examine medial gastrocnemius in regard to its tendon organ popula

tions; nor does he present any detailed data on the soleus muscle. 

The lack of these details is unfortunate because these two hind 



limb muscles are used extensively in experimental neurophysiology 

(cf. P. B. Matthews, 1972). Indeed, it would have been extremely 

valuable for Barker to present the intermuscle distributions of this 

large sample of lb receptors. His emphasis was, however, directed 

to the muscle spindle findings at the expense of the tendon organ 

(cf. Barker, 1962; Chin, Cope & Pang, 1962; Adal & Barker, 1962). 

A few muscle fibers (5-10) have been observed to attach 

obliquely upon the initial portion of the receptor's capsule 

(Bridgman, 1970). This arrangement is not universal, however 

(Schoultz & Swett, 1972). In addition to the directly "in series" 

fibers, many other muscle cells pass circumjacent to the receptor 

(Bridgman, 1968, 1970; Schoultz 5c Swett, 1972) and attach to other 

non-specialized tendinous fascicles, thereby lying "in parallel" to 

the capsule. 

Recent glycogen depletion studies in which the territory of 

muscle fiber of a single motor unit can be identified within the 

total fiber population of a whole muscle indicate that the density 

of muscle fibers from a single motor unit amongst all the other 

muscle fibers is relatively low (Burke & Tsairis, 1973; Burke et al. 

1974). In cat soleus, for example, in 100 adjacent fibers there is 

usually but one fiber from a single motor unit. In cat medial 

gastrocnemius, a 100 fiber matrix would usually contain about 5 

fibers from a single motor unit. Such a sparse distribution in

dicates that each muscle fiber which inserts on any given tendon 

originates from a separate motor unit. As a result of the density 

factor, a large proportion of the force developed during contraction 



of a single motor unit is in parallel to the tendon organ and cannot 

contribute to activation of the receptor. Furthermore, since the 

majority of motor units within a muscle are also in parallel with any 

particular tendon organ, their contraction cannot contribute to excita

tion of that particular Ib afferent. 

Whether or not a particular motor unit is attached to more than 

one tendon organ also remains unknown. An estimate can be made, 

however, on the basis of the number of tendon organs within a muscle 

and the average number of fibers per receptor (approximately 11). In 

soleus, for example, there are approximately 45 tendon organs, indicat

ing that a total of 495 muscle fibers (i.e.,45 · 11 = 495) are attached 

to this muscle's total receptor population. Since the average number 

of muscle fibers per soleus motor unit ranges from 150 to 190 (Burke 

et al. 1974) and since there is only one muscle fiber per motor unit 

attached to any given receptor, this calculation indicates that every 

motor unit is attached to at least one receptor and, sometimes, to 

two. 

For a heterogeneous muscle such as cat medial gastrocnemius, 

the distribution of muscle fibers indicates that a given tendon organ 

would be responsive to the three types of motor unit found within 

these "mixed" muscles and therefore not selective for any particular 

type of muscle or motor unit. In other words, the receptor discharge 

would reflect the summated action of muscle fibers and motor units 

with a wide range of mechanical properties. Recent physiological 

evidence (Reinking, Stephens & Stuart, 1974b) suggests that this form 

of coupling is, indeed, the case (see below, p. 28). 

9 
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Distribution 

In spite of the relative lack of anatomical detail in the early 

literature, it has long been known that tendon organs are located 

primarily along the musculo-tendinous junctions of the aponeuroses of 

origin and insertion rather than in the tendon(s) proper (Catteano, 

1880; Huber & Dewitt, 1900). Later studies have been more precise on 

this aponeurotic distribution (Swett & Eldred, 1960a) and relative 

lack of receptor representation within the tendon(s) Itself 

(Stillwell, 1957; Barker, 1974). Despite such information it is still 

commonly believed that tendon organs are largely located in or near 

the tendon(s) proper (e. g., Brobeck, 1973). This unfortunate circum

stance is primarily attributable to the easier access (in the ana

tomical sense) to a tendon organ located near the tendon proper 

(separate personal communications from I. Boyd and D. Barker) and to 

Barker's (1962, 1974) persistent and-misleading portrayal of the 

"typical" tendon organ as a receptor located in juxtaposition to the 

tendon proper. It deserves particular emphasis that the location 

of tendon organs within a muscle is determined solely by the gross 

architecture of the muscle in regard to relations between the 

tendon(s) proper, the aponeuroses of origin and insertion and the 

muscle fibers themselves. These relations are quite different 

for unipinnate, multipinnate, fusiform and parallel-fibered muscles, 

of course (cf. Goslow et al. 1972). 

The actual number of tendon organs within a muscle and the 

ratio of their number to the number of muscle fibers and motor 

units also varies from muscle to muscle. As with spindles (which 



have been studied in this regard to far greater extent (cf. Cooper, 

1966; Boyd & Davey, 1968), a higher tendon organ to motor unit ratio 

presumably reflects more efficacy in the moment-to-moment reflex 

control of muscle. In the cat soleus muscle, which is used for 

postural control (Henneman & Olsen, 1965; Henneman, 1974) there are, 

for example, about 45 tendon organs, 150 motor units and 24,000 

muscle fibers (Clark, 1931; Swett & Eldred, 1960a; Boyd & Davey, 

1968). In contrast, the more phasically employed cat medial gas

trocnemius has about 44 tendon organs, 280 motor units and 170,000 

muscle fibers (Boyd & Davey, 1968; Burke & Tsairis, 1973). Other 

interesting aspects of tendon organ distribution whose functional 

significance remain unknown include: 1) at least in cat soleus and 

medial gastrocnemius (Swett & Eldred, 1960a) a slightly more 

numerous distribution of tendon organs along the distal aponeurosis 

than along the proximal aponeurosis (28 versus 17 for soleus; 25 

versus 19 for medial gastrocnemius); and, 2) at least in cat hind 

limb muscles (Boyd & Davey, 1968) a less numerous distribution of 

tendon organs than muscle spindles (45 Ib versus 53 Ia in soleus, 

44 Ib versus 56 Ia in medial gastrocnemius, 43 Ib versus 57 Ia in 

tibialis anterior; and 21 Ib versus 31 Ia in tibialis posterior). 

In cat soleus there are interesting functional implications 

to: 1) the territory occupied by individual motor units (Burke et 

al. 1974); 2) the number of muscle fibers actually clasped by a single 

tendon organ (Barker, 1974); 3) the evenly spaced distribution of 

tendon organs along aponeurosis of origin and insertion (Swett & 

Eldred, 1960a); 4) the relatively high tendon organ to motor unit 

11 



ratio (45/150); and yet 5) the relatively low tendon organ to muscle 

fiber ratio (45/24,000). It would appear that tendon organs are 

distributed such that the contraction force developed by each and 

every single motor unit is immediately available by lb feedback 

to the central nervous system. Only a small fraction of each motor 

unit's force can influence a single tendon organ however. As 

outlined more fully below (see DISCUSSION), the anatomy suggests 

that each tendon organ might only sample the force developed by 

one of the 150 muscle fibers (Burke et al, 1974) that belong to the 

average motor unit. 

In summary, the tendon organ is a rather simply structured 

receptor when compared with muscle spindles (cf. P. B. Matthews, 

1972; Barker, 1974). It consists of a lb axon terminal enmeshed 

among a tortuous, ellipsoid ensemble of thin collagen fibers which 

in turn are surrounded by a stout capsule of connective tissue. 

Complexity is added, however, by the relations between the receptor 

and the muscle fibers its capsule clasps and the muscle fibers 

which surround it. Indeed, the anatomical relations of a tendon 

organ within a muscle suggest that a vital aspect for unraveling the 

properties of the tendon organ involves analysis of the mechanical 

properties of the motor units that can influence its discharge. It 

might further be noted that anatomical aspects of the design and dis

tribution of tendon organs within a muscle should have led to a more 

rapid advancement of our knowledge of their transducing properties. 

Until quite recently, however, physiological workers in this field 

have not paid sufficient attention to such functional anatomy. 
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Physiological Properties of Tendon Organs 

Identification and Early History 

In 1894, Sherrington made intradural transsections of both 

the dorsal and ventral spinal nerve roots in the cat and monkey and 

observed the subsequent axonal degeneration. His results showed that 

about one-half of the myelinated nerve fibers in the nerves to the 

muscles remained intact. Since the operative procedure left the cell 

bodies of the afferent supply intact it was possible to trace these 

fibers to their terminations within muscle spindles and tendon 

organs. He thereby proved that these structures are sensory in 

nature. Following this discovery, the underlying theme of tendon 

organ function has been the persistent idea that these receptors 

responded to some form of mechanical stimulus primarily associated 

with muscle contraction. Huber & Dewitt (1900 p. 203) agreed with 

Catteano's (1880) theory by stating that tendon organs "proportioned 

the amount of distention and resistance of the tendon to the amount 

of contraction of the corresponding muscle". Later, Sherrington 

(1924) also proposed that tendon organs were recorders of muscle 

tension. On the basis of their in series arrangement with the 

extrafusal muscle fibers, Fulton & Pi-Suner (1928) pointed out that 

tendon organs are ideally located to monitor the forces produced by 

muscle contraction. 

It remained, however, for B. H. Matthews in 1933 to actually 

document the adequate stimulus of the tendon organ. By recording 

from individual sensory afferents (rather than the more accessible 



dorsal root filaments) during passive stretch, passive release and 

active contraction of the muscle at various levels of initial 

tension, he observed that the tendon organ discharge "seemed to 

depend on the tension at any moment" (Matthews, 1933, p. 29). In 

response to a passive quick release of about one mm, Matthews (1933) 

reported that the receptor discharge decreased rapidly followed by 

a return of the firing rate which paralleled more nearly the return 

of tension in the muscle after release, (Unfortunately, Matthews 

(1933) did not show the comparison between the tension profile and 

receptor discharge during the test so one can only assume that ten

sion increased in an exponential manner as did the firing rate). 

Although not stated explicitly, the following argument is 

inherent in Matthews' (1933) observations. During passive short

ening the receptor decreased its discharge rate; during passive 

lengthening, the receptor increased its discharge rate. In each 

instance, both force and length are also decreasing or increasing 

respectively and, therefore, one cannot conclude which of these 

mechanical parameters the tendon organ is detecting. However, 

when Matthews (1933) produced isometric twitch contractions, 

he found the tendon organ to give a rapid burst throughout the 

rising phase of tension development, but to pause during the 

falling phase associated with relaxation. Similarly, the receptor 

always responded with an increased discharge rate during an iso

metric tetanic contraction, but fell silent or showed a decreased 

rate when the muscle relaxed. By definition, of course, an iso

metric contraction is one in which muscle length is considered to 



remain externally constant. It is well to remember, however, that 

internal shortening of the contractile element does indeed occur at 

the expense of the series elastic element. Thus, during isometric 

twitches, a situation exists wherein muscle length is decreasing 

but muscle force is increasing. Furthermore, during isotonic 

contractions, the response was observed by Matthews (1933) to remain 

unchanged (or accelerate slightly) while the muscle shortened. We 

are led to conclude, therefore, that the tendon organ is responding 

to force generation within the muscle rather than to changes in 

length. 

After the identification of tendon organs as tension receptors 

it was of interest to determine their central reflex effects. In his 

original work, B. H. Matthews (1933) reported that tendon organs had 

a high threshold to the forces produced in muscle. For example, 

most of his sample did not respond until tension was in the range of 

20-200 gms, in some cases as high as 700 gms. He concluded, there

fore, "that (tendon organ) endings may produce inhibition agrees 

well with the well-known cessation of stretch reflex that occurs when 

muscle is stretched violently, and under these conditions the (tendon 

organ). receptors will produce considerable response, but at lower ten 

sions owing to their high threshold their response will be slight or 

absent" (Matthews, 1933, p. 35). Thus, in agreement with Fulton & 

Pi-Suner's (1928) earlier suggestion, the central reflex effects of 

the tendon organ discharge was considered to be inhibitory in nature. 

This general theme of inhibition can be found in all subsequent 

literature (cf. Granit, 1955) culminating with the demonstration by 
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Eccles and his co-workers (Eccles, Eccles & Lundberg, 1957a,c) 

that for homonymous motoneurons the synaptic consequence of a lb 

volley was a true postsynaptic inhibitory potential (IPSP). (For 

reservations on Eccles1 technique, see Matthews, 1972 and Stuart, Mosher 

& Gerlach, 1972). 

The observation that tendon organ activation resulted in 

autogenetic inhibition further strengthened the already persistent 

notion that these receptors were responsible for the so-called 

lengthening reaction (Sherrington, 1909). This phenomenon, in 

which a contracting muscle suddenly relaxes and "lengthens" during 

forceful and rapid stretching, has been functionally described as 

a protective reflex "in preventing excessive states of tension in 

stretch" (Granit, 1955, p. 247). In keeping with the alleged 

relatively high threshold of tendon organs, as muscle stretch be

comes extreme, these receptors were thought to be recruited and 

inhibit any ongoing alpha motoneuron activity. The initial con

cept of tendon organ function was then that lb discharge was a 

safety mechanism serving to prevent unduly large intramuscular ten

sions. 

In 1959, however, R. M. Eccles & Lundberg (1959) suggested 

that the broad distribution of lb spinal effects to muscles opera

ting on different joints (cf. Eccles, Eccles & Lundberg, 1957c) 

might function more in the "reflex taxis" of the whole limb rather 

than just primarily for autogenetic inhibition. Furthermore, P. B. 

Matthews (1964) cautioned in his review of muscle spindle literature, 

that many of the tendon receptors observed by his father (B. H. 



Matthews, 1933) were of sufficiently low threshold to be implicated 

in a more important role in locomotor control than just one of 

protection. With these "opening statements" the stage was set for 

the study of Jansen & Rudjord (1964) which contributed to a renewed 

interest in the tendon organ. Nevertheless, it is important to 

realize, that between the years of 1933 and 1964, there is virtually 

a complete lack of data concerning the tendon organ as a receptor 

per se (see however, Hunt & Kuffler, 1951). 

In 1964, the void in tendon organ physiology ended when 

Jansen & Rudjord (1964) reported that the majority of their tendon 

organ sample responded to whole muscle twitch contractions of less 

than 60 g. On the basis of this finding, they suggested that these 

receptors may provide continuous information about the degree of 

active contraction during normal movements. In 1967, Houk & Henne-

man stimulated subdivided ventral rootlets and reported that tendon 

organs would respond to the forces developed during contraction of 

even single motor units. Furthermore they hypothesized that tendon 

organs could discharge in response to forces even less than that 

produced by a single muscle fiber (i.e.,<0.1 g). 

In retrospect, it appears that these two papers served aB the 

initial impetus and general framework for several subsequent studies 

which have provided further insight and information about the physio

logical properties of tendon organs. With the advent of these two 

reports the theory that tendon organs were simply "high-threshold 

detectors" serving only to attenuate alpha motoneuron discharge 

when muscle contraction reached dangerously high levels began to 



collapse in favor of a concept wherein tendon organs were 

considered to be more involved in the moment-to-moment reflex 

regulation of muscle force production. 

Recent History: Passive Force Responsiveness 

The anatomical location and mechanical arrangement of the 

tendon organ between muscle fibers and their respective aponeurosis 

of origin and insertion dictates that this receptor can be acti

vated by the forces generated by the con~ractile element during 

excitation (i.e.,the "active forces") as well as by the forces 

developed by the inactive tissues of a muscle during passive 

stretch of the muscle (i.e., the "passive forces"). In the latter 

case, these forces can contribute to tendon organ discharge during 

stretch of a completely passive muscle or during stretch of con

tracting muscle (eccentric contraction). Recent studies of the Ib 

afferent have utilized one or another of these three stresses to 

study the transducing properties of the receptor. 

Static Sensitivity to Passive Force. Recent literature 

describing the experiments in which passive force has been used 

to examine tendon organ physiology has been almost exclusively 

dominated by a controversy over whether the forces developed 

during stretch of a passive muscle within its physiological range 

were of sufficient magnitude to activate the tendon organ. 

Houk and his colleagues (Houk & Henneman, 1967; Houk, 

Singer & Henneman, 1971) believe the passive forces do not con

tribute significantly to the central Ib afferent input unless a 
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muscle is extended beyond its physiological limits. For exauq>le, 

it was found (Houk et al. 1971) that 65% of a tendon organ sample 

from soleus, gastrocnemius and tibialis anterior did not respond 

(one minute of sustained discharge) until the muscle was over

stretched. An additional 22% did not respond until the muscles 

were extended to within 90% of their maximum in situ length. Thus, a 

total of 87% of their sample did not fire in response to the static 

level of force unless the muscle was near or extended beyond physio

logical limits. In contrast, they did find that 63% of the receptors 

from the tibialis anterior muscle did exhibit brief discharges 

(1-40 pps/sec) when phasic rather than sustained static stretches 

were used to extend the muscle. Houk et al. (1971) further empha

sized that while some receptors do respond to the passive forces 

produced during physiological muscle stretch, the firing rates were 

far lower with this type of stress than those in response to forces 

produced by active contraction. 

On the other hand, Stuart and his colleagues (Stuart et al. 

1970; Goslow, Stauffer et al. 1973) have indicated that Houk and his co 

workers (Houk & Henneman, 1967; Houk et al. 1971) have not taken due 

cognizance of natural muscle movements. In their initial study (Stuart 

et al. 1970), they found that if a passive muscle is stretched at 

rates and extents observed in the intact animal (Goslow, Reinking 

& Stuart, 1973) such that both the static and dynamic responsiveness 

of the receptor are excited, most lb afferents will indeed dis

charge. Thus, 927. (49 of 53) of their sample responded when a 

5 mm stretch was delivered at rates within the physiological 
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range (up to 160 mm/sec) (Stuart et al. 1970). They emphasized that 

while passive forces associated with muscle stretch might contribute 

to lb excitation during normal postural and locomotor movements, the 

responses to active force would be of more functional significance. 

In a later study, the Arizona group (Goslow, Stauffer et al. 1973) 

found 67 to 91% of their gastrocnemius and soleus tendon organs to 

give short bursts ranging from 31 to 64 imp/sec in response to passive 

muscle stretches. They simulated those passive movements found in 

the swing phase of the walk and trot-gallop gaits of the cat (Goslow, 

Reinking & Stuart, 1973). Goslow, Stauffer et al. (1973) emphasized 

that Houk et al.'s (1971) criteria for static discharge (i.e., one 

minute of response) is unreasonable in light of the "temporal pattern

ing of natural movements" as reported in a recent analysis of the cat 

step cycle (Goslow, Reinking & Stuart 1973) and that lb discharges 

of shorter duration are perhaps more physiological and more prevalent 

in natural movement. 

It is also of interest to note the observations of Severln, 

Orlovskii & Shik (1967). Using a mesencephalic cat which will walk 

on a treadmill in response to electrical stimulation of the caudal 

midbrain, these investigators were able to record from a few iso

lated lb afferents from the triceps surae muscle group. Their records 

show the tendon organ to remain silent during the passive swing phase 

flexion of the hind limb. These findings must be interpreted with 

caution, however, because there is some question regarding the 

normality of the step cycle in this preparation (cf. GOBIOW, 

Reinking & Stuart 1973; Gurfinkel & Shik, 1973) and, in particular, 
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the identification of the particular afferent under study as a 

tendon organ (i.e., the receptor has features equally characteristic 

of a muscle spindle). Assuming that the receptor is, indeed a tendon 

organ, their findings are in contrast to those of Goslow, Stauffer 

et al. (1973). It may well be, however, as discussed by Goslow, 

Stauffer et al. (1973) and Houk et al. (1971), that the prior activity 

of both the receptor and the muscle during the repetitive stretch-

shorten cycles of locomotion can markedly influence the mechanical 

properties of the system and the discharge characteristics of muscle 

proprioceptors. 

Most recently, Stephens, Reinking & Stuart (1974b) have 

reported that the majority of the medial gastrocnemius tendon organs 

exhibited a sustained discharge at lengths less than that associated 

with the maximum in situ length. These authors conclude, however, in 

agreement with Houk et al. (1971) and other earlier data (Jansen & 

Rudjord, 1964; Alnaes, 1967; Stuart et al. 1970) that the actual 

magnitude of the response in terms of pps is relatively small in 

comparison to that observed during active contractions. 

In summary, the general concensus at this time is that the 

forces produced by passive muscle stretch constitute a rather 

ineffectual form of stimulus for the tendon organ (cf. Houk et al. 

1971 and Stephens et al. 1974b). Furthermore, since the forces 

produced by passive muscle stretch are distributed over the entire 

cross sectional area of a muscle, the percentage of tendon organs 

which actually respond within the physiological range will vary 

from muscle to muscle depending upon the muscle's gross architecture, 
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the topography of their respective aponeuroses and the relative 

proportions of connective tissue within each. It should also be 

emphasized that, as noted by Goslow, Stauffer et al. (1973, p. 50) 

"Until representative sampling has been attempted it will remain 

uncertain as to what percentage of a muscle's tendon organs actually 

respond to the physiological range of passive stretch". 

It now appears that the controversy over the tendon organ's 

passive responsiveness was unfortunate because not only did it 

contribute to a delay in tendon organ physiology but it also dis

tracted from Houk & Henneman's (1967) original emphasis that the 

forces produced by muscle contraction were a more Intense stimulus 

to this receptor. There was one valuable aspect to this contro

versy, however, in that it led to an increased awareness and em

phasis on the physiological rates and extents of natural muscle 

movements as they apply to the study of the proprioceptors. 

Dynamic Sensitivity to Passive Force. All recent studies 

have emphasized the tendon organ's dynamic stretch sensitivity. 

Stuart et al. (1970) and Houk et al. (1971) have reported that 

tendon organs which do not respond to very slow stretches (0.1 to 

0.2 mm/sec) will often discharge when the rate of stretch is increased 

(1- 160 mm/sec). Goslow, Stauffer et al. (1973) have observed 

a phase lead of peak tendon organ discharge over that of peak 

tension development in response to single sinusoidal stretch of a 

passive soleus muscle. Most recently, Schafer & Sch&fer (1973) 

have observed a large initial burst from tendon organs at the 

beginning of a ramp length change of a passive muscle. They 
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considered this initial response to be indicative of an acceleration 

sensitivity of the lb ending. Houk et al. (1971) have emphasized, 

however, that the phasic responsiveness during passive muscle 

stretch is markedly influenced by the status of the muscle during 

the period prior to testing. If a muscle was allowed to rest in a 

shortened position or was stimulated briefly before a phasic passive 

stretch, the receptor's dynamic response was larger than if a muscle 

was passively stretched from a lengthened position or was not stimu

lated before the test. These authors suggested that the increased 

phasic responsiveness was due to residual myofilament cross bridges 

following contraction or to viscous effects of unstimulated fibers. 

These "stiction-like" effects (Lennerstrand & Thoden, 1968) may ac

count for the large initial burst observed by Schafer & Schafer (1973) 

from tendon organs rather than a true acceleration sensitivity be

cause there was a noticeable step increase of the static level of 

force corresponding to the onset of the ramp length change. 

Schafer & Schafer (1973) also considered the slowing of the 

lb discharge which occurred at the completion of the rising phase 

of the ramp length change to be indicative of the dynamic sensi

tivity of the tendon organ. They reported a linear relationship to 

exist between the amount of slowing and the rate of the length 

change. These conclusions appear unwarranted, however, because their 

data show a distinct stress relaxation of the muscle force. In other 

words, their measure of tendon organ dynamic sensitivity is, in 

reality, simply the receptor's response to a decreasing force level 

rather than a manifestation of the dynamic behavior per se. 
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Recent History: Active Force Responsiveness 

In Parallel Responses. As discussed earlier in relation to 

the anatomy of the tendon organ, some muscle fibers and, therefore, 

also motor units are attached directly in series with a given 

receptor whereas others lie adjacent or in parallel to the receptor. 

Such a situation dictates that some muscle fibers and motor units 

pull directly on the receptor whereas others have no effect. This 

arrangement was demonstrated functionally by Houk & Henneman (1967) 

when they observed that the response of a tendon organ which was 

discharging initially to the force of passive extension could be 

attenuated by the contraction of a certain group of motor units. 

This finding indicated that contraction of in parallel muscle fibers 

could produce enough shortening of internal muscle elements (at the 

expense of the series elasticity) to unload the receptor and prevent 

its stretch-activated discharge. Houk & Henneman (1967) emphasized, 

however, that this in parallel effect was not of sufficient magnitude 

to negate the effect of active fibers which inserted directly in series 

onto the receptor capsule. , 

Stuart, Mosher et al. (1972) confirmed the "in parallel 

hypothesis" of Houk & Henneman (1967) by demonstrating a wide variety 

of unloading effects (on initially firing receptors) ranging from 

complete cessations of the discharge to intermittent or sporadic 

firing to only slight slowing of the discharge. They also reported 

some preliminary data to indicate that even the discharge of a receptor 

in response to contraction of directly in series muscle fibers 

could be attenuated by the coactivation of a small in parallel 



portion of the muscle. This finding is particularly thought 

provoking because it implies that coactivation of an in series 

motor unit and an in parallel motor unit might decrease the lb 

discharge even though total muscle force is increasing. Recall 

that motor units are thought to be recruited in an asynchronous 

manner throughout a muscle; small units usually being activated 

before large ones (cf. Henneman, 1974; but see Wyman, Waldron & 

Wachtel, 1974). In these circumstances individual tendon organs 

could be loaded and unloaded as in series and in parallel motor 

units are alternately activated. The result would be that single 

tendon organs might sense Increasing and/or decreasing fluctua

tions of tension while, in contrast, total muscle tension is 

varying in a relatively smooth and continuous fashion. It should 

be emphasized, however, that the in parallel hypothesis has never 

received adequate experimental attention. It would clearly be of 

interest to document further the anatomical basis of the theory 

by using the glycogen depletion method (Edstrom & Kugelberg, 1968; 

Burke et al. 1973, 1974) for identifying specific muscle fibers to 

localize the specific unloading muscle fibers in relation to their 

association with the tendon organ in question. 

Apparent Static Sensitivity. In an attempt to quantitate 

the static sensitivity of tendon organs, Jansen & Rudjord (1964) 

determined the discharge frequency in response to different levels 

of whole muscle force produced by graded tetanic stimulation of 

the ventral roots. The slopes of their graphs of discharge fre

quency versus muscle tension (as recorded at the tendon) were fitted 



fairly well with straight lines and could be used as a quan

titative measure of the receptors' static sensitivity. They 

calculated a mean (± S.D.) value for soleus of 0.08 i 0.03 

Impulses/sec/g (pps/g) with a range of 0.02 to 0.18 pps/g. 

In the same laboratory, Alnaes (1967) later plotted 

firing rate versus whole muscle tension for tibialis anterior. 

In contrast to Jansen & Rudjord (1964), he found the relationship 

to be curvilinear. Nevertheless, over a limited range of active 

muscle tension (500 - 1500 g) Alnaes was able to approximate 

linear slopes to the curve and reported a range of static sensi

tivities from 0.04 to 0.15 pps/g. These values were in agreement 

with those observed by Jansen & Rudjord (1964) and Alnaes (1967) 

concluded that the tendon organs in the two muscles had equal 

static sensitivities. He also used a power law equation of the 

form Y = Ax^ to describe the curvilinear discharge frequency:exten

sion curve and suggested that the exponent 1? was a more appropriate 

measure of the total static sensitivity of anterior tibial tendon 

organs rather than the linear approximations. He reported b values 

ranging from 0.41 to 0.63 with a mean of 0.49. 

When Houk & Henneman (1967) first demonstrated that tendon 

organs were capable of responding to the forces produced by single 

motor units, the high sensitivity of this receptor to Intramuscular 

force was clearly established. By subdividing dissected ventral 

rootlets, they systematically searched for functionally isolated 

motor units which, when contracting, would activate a lb afferent 

previously isolated from the dorsal root filaments. (It is interesting 
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to note that far earlier studies had used divided dorsal and ventral 

rootlets to study single muscle receptors (e.g., see Hunt & Kuffler, 

1951). Such experiments were primarily concerned with the muscle 

spindle receptors, however, lb afferents were probably discarded 

and not studied simply because their physiological function was 

supposedly already determined. In other words, as allegedly high 

threshold devices, they were considered "unworthy" o£ detailed 

analysis!). 

Houk & Henneman (1967) found that the number of single motor 

units which would excite a particular tendon organ ranged from 4 to 

15. On the basis of these findings, and on the number of muscle 

fibers which insert upon a tendon organ (3-25, Barker, 1974), they 

deduced that lb afferents may respond to the forces produced by even 

a single muscle fiber (i.e., approximately 0.1 gin). 

Houk and his colleagues (Houk & Henneman, 1967; Houk & Simon, 

1967) also used a mathematical model consisting of two exponential 

decay factors to describe the time course of adaptation of the 

tendon organ's dynamic overshoot in response to motor unit iso

metric force development. From this model, they calculated an 

average static sensitivity of 4 pps/g of muscle force. Stuart, 

Mosher et al. (1972) and Stephens et al. (1974b) have experimentally 

confirmed the Houk calculations in studies involving lb interactions 

with isolated motor units. By counting the total number of afferent 

spikes observed in response to fused tetanic contraction of a single 

motor unit and dividing this number by the peak active tension produced, 

these later investigators determined static sensitivities to range 
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from 0.6 to 6.7 pps/g in soleus, from 0.6 to 6.0 pps/g in tibialis 

anterior (Stuart, Mosher et al. 1972b) and from 1 to 9 pps/g in medial 

gastrocnemius (Stephens et al. 1974b). 

The static sensitivity of lb afferents in response to motor 

unit contractions is 1-2 orders of magnitude greater than that 

determined using whole muscle contraction. This difference reflects, 

of course, the differences in the number of muscle fibers activating 

the tendon organ versus the number which are contributing force at 

the common tendon and further emphasizes the in series and in paral

lel anatomical arrangement between a tendon organ and its surrounding 

muscle fibers. 

Although the magnitude of an individual tendon organ's response 

may not be related to the absolute value of force at the tendon, 

Reinking et al. (1974b) reported that there was an inverse relation

ship between a receptor's apparent static force sensitivity (pps/g) 

and the contraction strength of its in series motor units. These 

authors explained that as the contraction strength of a motor unit 

decreases, a greater proportion of this force is directed at the 

receptor. As a result, the apparent static sensitivity (i.e., the 

ratio pps/g) increases. 

Responses in a Mixed Mammalian Muscle. Recent physiological 

experiments from Stuart's laboratory have begun to describe the 

responsiveness of the tendon organ during contraction of motor units 

with different mechanical properties. In their initial report (Stuart, 

Mosher et al. 1972b) the responses from the fast-twitch tibialis 

muscle were contrasted to those of the slow-twitch soleus muscle. 
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By stimulating strongly in series motor units at increasing fre

quencies, it was demonstrated that the discharge frequency of the 

tendon organ reflected the differences in fusion frequency between 

the two muscles. 

A more recent study (Reinking et al. 1974b) involved the 

isolation of several different motor units from the mixed medial 

gastrocnemius which would strongly excite a particular receptor. 

Tendon organ discharge was recorded during tests designed to charac

terize the different motor units on the basis of their respective 

physiological properties (cf. Burke et al. 1973, 1974; Reinking, Stephens 

& Stuart, 1974a). The results showed that tendon organs are not 

selectively attached to the same type of motor unit and, therefore, 

have no preference for the forces produced by fast-twitch or slow-

twitch motor units. Moreover the receptors were found to respond 

with similar intensity to contraction of small slow-twitch units 

as to contraction of larger fast-twitch units. This result was 

puzzling because the muscle fibers of slow-twitch units of medial 

gastrocnemius develop less contraction force (0.6 kg/cm ) than the 

fibers of the large fast-twitch units (1.5 - 2.9 kg/cm^) (Burke & 

Tsairis, 1973). It was suggested that such a finding might be 

explained on the basis of the internal structure of the tendon organ 

such that the mechanical coupling between the muscle fiber force 

and the terminal endings of the lb afferent only resulted in a 

limited amount of depolarization. This explanation was also in 

keeping with the results of their companion study of tendon organ 

response during fatiguing contractions of single motor units 



(Stephens et al. 1974b). In this second study, a sigmoid relation

ship was found to exist between the tendon organ response and the 

motor force development which suggests that at higher force levels 

the tendon organ's discharge did not increase even though the motor 

unit force did. 

Length Effects and Mechanical Coupling. In 1967, Houk & 

Henneman published data which indicated (at least to the Stuart 

laboratory in retrospect) that the gain or sensitivity of a tendon 

organ to contractile force decreased as a muscle was lengthened. 

They did not comment on this reduced responsiveness, however. 

Stephens et al. (1974b) then studied the effects of muscle length on 

the static sensitivity of the medial gastrocnemius tendon organs. 

By using the length:tension property of skeletal muscle to grade 

isometric force development of single motor units (cf. Houk & 

Henneman, 1967), these workers avoided the effects of recruitment 

and frequency coding (Milner-Brown, Stein & Yemm, 1973) on muscle 

force development which complicates the interpretation of tendon 

organ responses. Their study clearly demonstrated, however, the 

complication that the static sensitivity of the Ib receptor was 

indeed an inverse function of the muscle length. In response to 

nearly equal levels of active force development, the receptor fired 

at a lesser rate at relatively long muscle lengths than at relatively 

short muscle lengths. This finding could not be attributed to an 

accommodative property of the Ib afferents under study. Rather 

the finding was thought to indicate a progressive reduction in the 

incremental sensitivity of the receptor as total force at the 
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receptor level increased. Such a reduction could result from a 

curvilinear relationship between the force coupled at the capsule 

and the receptor discharge rate. 

To further investigate the basic nature of this relationship, 

Stephens et al. (1974b) studied the response of a single tendon organ 

during contraction of several individual motor units. By assuming 

that a particular discharge rate always reflects the same net amount 

of distortion of the lb afferent nerve terminals, they rescaled the 

forces recorded at the tendon for the different motor units ac

cording to the relative discharge frequencies of the receptor. The 

rescaled forces for each motor unit were then replotted on an arbi

trary scale against the original firing rates produced by contraction 

of the motor units. This procedure then provided a relative indication 

of the forces actually "seen" by the receptor. As predicted, the "lb 

response-force at receptor" relationship was curvilinear such that, 

at higher total force levels, the slope of the line became progres

sively smaller. This finding was consistent with an earlier obser

vation by Alnaes (1967) of a similar exponentially increasing 

relationship between tendon organ discharge and the force of whole 

muscle contraction. 

A major consequence of Stephens et al.'s (1974b) "lb response-

force at receptor" analysis was the finding that the data points for 

the individual motor units were each contained within a relatively 

restricted segment of the force-firing curve. This result indicated 

that there might be some limit to the discharge rate that can be 

attained during contraction of a given motor unit. Such a 



"saturation effect" was in keeping with their findings from fatiguing 

contractions (Stephens et al. 1974b) of single motor units where it 

was observed that the contraction force would decrease to a certain 

extent before the tendon organ also began to show a concomitant 

parallel decrease in firing rate. Taken together, these results 

suggested that some individual muscle fibers can only exert a limited 

excitatory effect on a given receptor and this effect may not be the 

same from fiber to fiber and hence from motor unit to motor unit. 

(These workers emphasized that this phenomenon does not preclude 

higher firing rates during the coactivation and contraction of several 

muscle fibers). 

This conclusion is also consistent with the nearly equal effect 

on receptor discharge brought about by contraction of slow-twitch 

muscle fibers with relatively small contraction strengths versus con

traction of fast-twitch muscle fibers with relatively large contrac

tion strengths in a heterogeneous muscle (Reinking et al. 1974b). It 

would appear that while there is a common direct relationship between 

the distortion at the nerve endings and the resultant discharge rate, 

the complex internal structure of the tendon organ (Schoultz & Swett, 

1972, 1974; Barker, 1974) contributes to a mechanical coupling that 

may not lead to a simple proportionate relationship between the force 

directed to the receptor collar and the resultant distortion at the 

nerve endings. 

Ensemble Responses. Several observations indicate that the 

magnitude of the response from individual lb afferents is not 

necessarily related to the absolute amount of force recorded at a 
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muscle's common tendon. For example, contraction of motor units which 

are effectively in parallel with a particular receptor results in an 

increase of force at the tendon but the response of the tendon organ 

decreases or stops altogether (Houk & Henneman, 1967; Stuart, Mosher et 

al.l972). In addition, Houk & Henneman (1967) reported that if two 

motor units, each of which can excite the same receptor were stimu

lated together,. the resultant response was larger than that which 

would be observed from contractions of either motor unit individually, 

but the summation of the responses was nonalgebraic, i.e., the total 

response was less than that expected from simple addition. Most 

recently, Reinking et al. (1974b) have shown that the magnitude of 

a given tendon organ's discharge in response to excitation of several 

different motor units was not related to the absolute level of force 

recorded at the common tendon for each motor unit. (The latter 

authors have explained, however, that these findings are in agreement 

with the basic anatomical arrangement between the tendon organ and its 

surrounding muscle fibers. In other words, while the force measured 

at the tendon will vary considerably depending on its innervation 

ratio (Clark, 1931), the tendon organ discharge will only reflect 

the force of that single muscle fiber contributed by the motor unit 

to the receptor's capsule). 

The lack of correlation between the firing rate of individual 

tendon organs and forces recorded at the tendon would seem to impose 

a restriction on central control of muscle contraction in the sense 

that the afferent discharge would contain ambiguous information. 

To assess the role of tendon organs in the reflex control of a muscle's 



contraction, it is necessary to consider the collective or ensemble 

response of all the receptors from that muscle. This point vas 

recognized by Houk et al. (1971) and Stuart, Mosher et al. (1972) but 

attempts to assess such an ensemble response of tendon organs have 

just begun. 

Reinking et al, (1974b) plotted a cumulative summation of 

tendon organ responses against the cumulative summation of the 

associated motor unit tetanic forces. They found a direct relation

ship to exist between the two summations indicating that the col

lective response of many lb afferents is related to the total force 

produced by a muscle. In fact, the shape of the curve suggested 

that the summed lb response would be proportionately larger at 

relatively low forces than at relatively higher levels. This 

result was in keeping with the recruitment concept of muscle force 

development. During natural contractions when little initial force 

is required, relatively small motor units with lesser numbers of 

total muscle fibers are active and, since a larger proportion of 

this force is directed at the receptor, the total tendon organ 

response would be relatively more intense than during stronger 

contractions. 

Stephens et al. (1974b) have also reported a quantitative 

ensemble analysis. In this study, the summed responses of the 

tendon organs and the associated summed motor unit tetanic forces 

were plotted against the various whole muscle lengths at which 

the contractions occurred during generation of motor unit 

length:tension curves. The results showed that a relatively small 



increase of total tendon organ firing rate was associated with a 

rather large increase in contraction force. This finding indicated 

that, while the total lb discharge can reflect the length-induced 

changes in total active contraction strengths, the ensemble tendon 

organ signal from the receptor pool might be influenced more by 

the number of active motor units than by changes of the inherent 

contraction strength of individual muscle fibers. 

Dynamic Sensitivity. The dynamic responsiveness of the 

tendon organ has also been studied during active contraction, but 

to a much lesser extent than the static responsiveness. In an 

introductory study, Alnaes (1967) observed the dynamic behavior of 

tendon organs in response to repetitive sinusoidal stretch of active 

whole muscles (4 soleus receptors and 4 tibialis anterior receptors). 

He reported a phase lead of tendon organ discharge over that of peak 

tension development. Alnaes (1967) also found that when he increased 

the frequency of stretch the peak muscle tension remained essen

tially constant, but that the tendon organ increased its discharge 

rate. This result indicated that the increased discharge was due 

to the tendon organ sensing the increased rate of tension develop

ment since the static or absolute level of tension remained constant. 

From these findings he used a linear transfer function to approxi

mate the transient properties of 4 receptors from each muscle and 

concluded that the receptors from the two muscles had similar 

dynamic properties. 

Houk and Henneman (1967) studied the time course of adapta

tion following the initial dynamic overshoot of the tendon organ 
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response during isometric contraction of single motor units. They 

concluded that this adaptation resulted solely from the sequence of 

events between membrane depolarization and propagated action poten

tials rather than from viscoelastic interactions within the muscle. 

In other words, their results indicate that the transient overshoot 

(which is associated with the dynamic phase of force development) 

and its subsequent decrease is a reflection of receptor processes 

per se and not mechanical or viscoelastic filtering of the forces 

as they are applied to the receptor. 

Houk & Henneman (1967) also observed that the dynamic 

responsiveness decreased as the muscle was lengthened. Since the 

decrease was associated with the onset of passive firing, they 

suggested the reduced sensitivity was in some way brought about by 

the onset of the steady state discharge. 

Stephens et al. (1974b) also noted a decreased dynamic 

responsiveness to isometric force of single medial gastrocnemius 

motor units as the muscle was lengthened. The reduction was found 

to be continuous, however, as the muscle was extended from relatively 

short lengths to relatively long lengths and could be observed in 

the absence of a sustained passive response. They suggested there

fore that the decrease was related to the overall reduced respon

siveness of the receptor resulting from the curvilinear relationship 

between force at the receptor and the discharge rate. 

Lengthening (Eccentric) Contractions. A common type of muscle 

action is the lengthening or eccentric contraction (Cavagna et al. 1971; 

Goslow, Reinking & Stuart, 1973) in which an active muscle is stretched 
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by an external load. During the second extension or yield phase 

of the cat step cycle, for example, the triceps surae muscle group 

undergoes a lengthening contraction of considerable extent (Goslow, 

Reinking & Stuart, 1973). In such an instance, it is theoretically 

possible for both active and passive forces to contribute to the 

adequate stimulus of a tendon organ. 

While there are a few isolated instances in the literature 

where a tendon organ response can be observed during a lengthening' 

contraction (cf. Houk & Henneman, 1967; Alnaes, 1967), only Stuart and 

his colleagues (Stuart et al. 1970; Stuart, Mosher et al. 1972; Goslow, 

Stauffer et al. 1973) have emphasized its significance as the most 

powerful input to the tendon organ. They reported (Stuart et al. 

1970) tendon organs to increase their discharge from a basal level of 

87 pps to maximal levels of 93 to 130 pps when a tetanized muscle was 

stretched 5 mm at rates of 10 to 100 mm/sec respectively. These 

workers have been careful to point out, however, that additional 

experimentation is required to determine the extent to which the 

increased active force is due to increased levels of active force 

resulting from movement of a muscle along its length;tension curve 

and that which is due to the forces produced by stretch of inactive 

muscle tissue (Stuart, Mosher & Gerlach, 1972). 

Aim of the Present Study 

It is now well established that the tendon organ responds 

to both the static and dynamic components of active and passive 

force developed in series with the receptor's capsule. With one 



exception there have been no extensive quantitative studies of the 

dynamic behavior of this receptor during contraction of individual 

motor units. The exception is a recent report by Stephens et al. 

(1974b) which indicates that the static and dynamic responsiveness 

of the tendon organ is a function of muscle length. Their study was 

one of a series on the motor units and tendon organs of a mixed 

mammalian muscle, cat medial gastrocnemius (see also Reinking et al. 

1974a, b; Stephens, Reinking & Stuart, 1974a; Stephens & Stuart, 1974a, 

b). While this muscle was an appropriate choice for the study of 

motor units with different mechanical properties, the possibility 

cannot be excluded that its unipinnate and "bulky" architecture 

(Burke & Tsairis, 1973) might have complicated the study of length 

effects. It would not be surprising, for example, to encounter 

unusual mechanical coupling between muscle force and at least some 

of the tendon organ capsules. Less equivocal results should obtain 

from use of the more parallel-fibered soleus muscle (Clark, 1931; 

Rack & Westbury, 1969; Burke et al. 1974) which is generally con

sidered to be the most appropriate muscle of the cat hind limb for 

the assessment of length effects. The simple arrangement of paral> 

lei fascicles of soleus muscle fibers is also known to contribute 

to a more uniform development of active force throughout the muscle 

(see METHODS) such as to reduce "off line" or unusual tendon organ 

responses (cf. Stuart, Mosher et al. 1972). 

A further limitation of the medial gastrocnemius study of 

Stephens et al. (1974b) was that the dynamic behavior of the tendon 

organ was assessed during the rising phase of isometric tetanic 
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force development. This phase has a nonlinear profile and does not 

lend itself to as accurate an assessment of receptor dynamics as is 

possible by use of a constant profile of force development. 

The present experiments were performed, therefore, to exa

mine the dynamic behavior of tendon organs in response to ramp 

changes in force development during anisometric contractions of the 

cat soleus muscle and of its individual motor units. The use of a 

ramp force profile for an input stimulus has the advantage that 

the static and dynamic components of the input stimulus are easily 

separated and controlled. As such, the dynamic response of the 

tendon organ can be studied under conditions of a known and constant 

dynamic input. 

Use of a ramp force profile required that a length:tetanic 

tension curve of the muscle or a motor unit be generated after each 

successful isolation of a lb afferent. This procedure then presented 

the opportunity to also examine certain features of the tendon organ's 

static responsiveness during isometric contractions at different 

muscle lengths. It was thereby possible to compare the results obtained 

by Stephens et al. (1974a, b) on medial gastrocnemius to results ob

tained with the more optimally structured soleus muscle. The results 

of this separate analysis are also reported in this dissertation. 

In keeping with the generally accepted approach to receptor physlo-

logy (P. B. Matthews, 1972; Somjen, 1972), experiments on the 

static responsiveness of soleus tendon organs are described prior 

to the experiments on dynamic responsiveness. 



METHODS 

Experiments were performed on 13 adult cats (2.8-6.1 kg). 

Following preinjection of a' tranquilizer (acepromazine maleate), 

0.25-0.50 mg/kg) which potentiates barbiturates, the animals 

were anesthetized with pentobarbitone sodium (25 mg/kg). Addi

tional doses of both drugs were given as required. Dextrose 

(5% in normal saline) was administered intravenously from time to 

time and intramuscular injections of an antibiotic (penicillin 

and dihydrostreptomycin) were given at the beginning of surgery 

and each 12 hr thereafter. Arterial blood pressure was routinely 

monitored through the common carotid artery and maintained at 90 

mm Hg or better (usually 110 mm Hg). An experiment was terminated 

if blood pressure fell and remained below 90 mm Hg. 

Surgery and Animal Preparation 

Surgery and mechanical fixation of the cat were conventional 

and similar to those procedures described previously (Stuart, Masher 

et al. 1972). The lumbosacral spinal cord was exposed from to 

S2- The muscles of the left hind limb, hip and tail were dener-

vated except for soleus. This muscle was carefully and extensively 

freed from surrounding tissue without compromising its blood supply. 

The tendon of insertion was dissected away from the common triceps 

surae tendon leaving a small chip of the calcaneum attached. The 

muscle length at an ankle angle of 90 degrees (measured according 

40 



to the technique of Goslow, Reinking & Stuart, 1973) was marked with 

small sutures: one attached to the common tendon and a second sewn 

through and around the calf. After removal of the foot, these marks 

were realigned to position the muscle at the 90 degree ankle angle 

reference length. Skin flaps were used to form mineral oil pools 

around the exposed spinal cord and muscle. Muscle pool and rectal 

temperatures were maintained at 36.5 - 37°C and 38°C respectively, 

by use of feedback controlled heating mats. Steel bone clamps on the 

tibia, L2 and the lower sacrum ensured rigid fixation of the cat to 

a Goteborg-type steel frame. 

Recording 

The discharge of single lb afferent fibers from the left 

soleus was recorded from dorsal root filaments. Dorsal and ventral 

roots Lg - S2 were exposed and transected as close to the spinal 

cord as possible. Muscle afferents were functionally isolated from 

subdivided dorsal rootlets and identified as tendon organs if, 

during a whole muscle twitch, they gave a brisk discharge through

out the rising phase of force development with a minimum inter-

spike interval occurring before the peak of twitch tension. In 

some cases, a brief tetanus (0.1 msec shocks at 10-15/sec for 500 

msec) at 90% contraction strength was used to distinguish between 

a possible gamma-activated spindle discharge and a lb afferent 

response. Under such conditions, tendon organs respond with a 

sustained discharge throughout the unfused tetanus whereas spindle 

afferents either fire intermittently, fall silent and/or give a 



burst during the declining phase of the tetanus. The afferent 

conduction velocity was measured by stimulating the muscle nerve 

and recording the impulse produced in the dorsal root filament. 

At the end of each experiment, the conduction distance was deter

mined by laying a piece of silk thread along the nerve in situ which 

was dissected free in its entirety except for that portion within . 

the intervertebral foramen, The length of this portion was esti

mated by placing the thread over the body of the ilium (cf. 

Matthews, 1963). In three cats, the sciatic nerve was dissected 

through the intervertebral foramen and their conduction lengths 

were compared to the estimated value obtained from the same animal 

by laying the thread over the ilium. In all cases, the measured 

lengths differed by less than 0.5 cm for a total conduction path 

length which averaged (± S.D.) 16.4 ± 0.9 cm for all cats. The 

afferent conduction velocities ranged from 76 to 100 m/sec with 

an average (± S.D.) value of 82 + 8 m/sec. 

In the present experiments, it was necessary to record 

from lb afferents while stimulating ventral roots (cf. Stauffer 

& Stephens, 1974). To remove the stimulus artifact which results 

from the close proximity of stimulated ventral rootlets to the 

recording site on the dorsal root filament, the input to the. 

recording preamplifier was momentarily grounded for 200 p,sec 

following each stimulus. Judicious positioning of the indifferent 

electrode was found to be useful in minimizing the efferent volley 

which was picked up by the recording electrode on the dorsal root 

filament. This indifferent electrode consisted of a small silver 
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ball which was usually placed between the dorsal and ventral 

rootlets such that it just touched the cord but not the rootlets 

themselves. 

Occasionally, the current generated by the near synchronous 

contraction of all the muscle fibers during whole muscle stimula

tion caused direct, ephaptic activation of an afferent within 

the filament under study. This early discharge is produced at the 

muscle level rather than the spinal cord (Hunt & Kuffler, 1951; 

Granit, Fompeiano & Waltman, 1959). In such instances the tendon 

organ discharges in phase with the stimulus and the response is 

time locked to the frequency of stimulation rather than signalling 

intramuscular force changes. When this discharge occurred in the 

afferent under study, the filament was discarded. In some instances, 

the amplitude and profile of the early discharge was not identical 

to that of the lb afferent spike under study. In these cases, it 

was possible to further subdivide the dorsal root filament and iso

late the lb afferent of interest. 

In order to determine the tendon organ firing rate, the ampli

fied action potentials were used to trigger a conventional inter-

spike interval meter which produced an instantaneous frequency display 

as a series of dots on the screen of an oscilloscope. The height in 

mm of these dotB above a zero base line is then converted into 

impulses/sec (pps) by use of a calculator programmed to perform this 

computation. 

Changes of muscle length and force development were also dis

played on the oscilloscope. The length changes were measured by a 



non-contacting co-axial capacitlve length transducer (Reinking & 

Stuart, 1974; cf. Reinking et al. 1974a) which monitored the rod 

excursion of the muscle puller. Two force transducers were used 

to measure muscle force: a'three ring model to withstand the 

force produced by tetanizing a whole muscle; and a more sensitive 

single ring model to measure individual motor unit forces. The 

carrier amplifier which activated the strain rings was adjusted 

to give a sensitivity covering the range 0.2 to 14 ±0.1 kg for 

whole muscle contractions or from 1 to 200 ± 1 g for single motor 

unit contraction (cf. Reinking et al. 1974a). Electromyographic 

(e.m.g.) potentials were recorded from the muscle using a small 

needle (14 mm long and 120^ thick with a 4Op, tip) attached to 

thin flexible wire. The reference electrode was usually placed in 

a portion of the previously reflected plantaris muscle. All data 

was recorded on magnetic tape for later filming and analysis. Cer

tain measurements of length, force and discharge rate were deter

mined "on line" using a small laboratory computer (Lab 8/e, Digital 

Equipment Corporation) (see below). 

Cat Soleus and the Generation of Muscle Force 

The responses of lb afferents were recorded during isometric 

contraction of the whole soleus muscle and single motor units. This 

muscle was chosen for study on the basis of its low fatigability 

(McPhedran, Wuerker & Henneman, 1965; Burke et al. 1974) and gross 

architecture. The fatigability factor was of concern for generating 

active force ramps (see below). Gross architecture is an issue when 
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considering Che effects of length changes and the distribution of 

force during contraction. 

The gross internal structure of cat soleus has been described 

by Rack & Westbury (1969) and by Burke et al. (1974). The muscle 

fibers originate from a deep aponeurosis which arises from the dorsal 

(posterior) head of the fibula; they are uniform in length, extending 

the whole length of the muscle to insert upon a broad aponeurosis 

which covers the distal one-third of the dorsal surface of the muscle 

and which ultimately collects into a common tendon to join with the 

tendons of medial and lateral gastrocnemius to form part of the 

Achilles tendon. The soleus muscle is a fusiform, unipinnate muscle 

but the angle of pinnation is slight. Rack & Westbury (1969) have 

estimated that the oblique arrangement of the muscle fibers only 

contributes to approximately a 5% vectoral loss of force at the 

common tendon. Thus, this muscle is very nearly a truly parallel-

fibered muscle (Gans & Bock, 1965; Zierler, 1974) and, as a result, 

changes of length are distributed nearly equally to all muscle 

fibers. The muscle fibers of individual soleus motor units are 

distributed over a remarkably wide portion of the total cross 

sectional area of the muscle (Burke et al. 1974), a situation which, 

in conjunction with the small degree of pinnation, contributes to 

a relatively even vectoral distribution of muscle force across the 

aponeurosis of origin or insertion. In addition, as an experi

mental vehicle, soleus has the advantage that the surgical dis

section of this muscle results in an in situ preparation in which 

muscle contraction produces a natural "line of pull" on the 



respective aponeuroses. This situation also leads to an even distri

bution of muscle force along the two aponeuroses. Thus, the general 

structure of soleus contributes to a distribution and delivery of 

force to the various tendon organs along the respective aponeuroses 

of origin and insertion which tends to minimize the complicating 

effects of: 1) the in parallel attenuation of in series force deve

lopment on tendon organ response; 2) "off line" activation of receptor 

and 3) potential nonlinearities in force development during genera

tions of muscle and motor unit length:tension curves. It is possibly 

for these reasons that the data reported in RESULTS on the static 

properties of tendon organs contained a lesser number of unusual 

responses that were considered "atypical" in the study of Stephens 

et al. (1974b) on the tendon organs of cat medial gastrocnemius. 

Whole muscle contractions were elicited by ventral root 

stimulation at 100 pps. This high stimulation rate was chosen be

cause at lower frequencies fusion of the tetanic tension profile is 

often not complete (Buller & Lewis, 1965) and in many cases, the 

tendon organ would respond in phase to the small fluctuations In 

force development. As a result, the receptor discharge was time 

locked to each pulse of the lower frequency stimulus trains. 

Single motor units were functionally isolated by subdivision 

of ventral roots according to the technique of McPhedran, Wuerker & 

Henneman (1965). Visual observation of e.m.g. profiles was also 

used to facilitate complete isolation of those motor units which . 

had similar stimulus thresholds and/or twitch tensions (cf. Rein-

king et al. 1974a). Successful isolation of a single unit was 



indicated by unchanging unitary profiles of twitch tension, anti

dromic alpha axon conduction volley and e.m.g. potentials. Efferent 

conduction velocities ranged from 58 to 85 m/sec with an average 

(± S.D.) value of 67 ± 7 m/sec. Motor units were only selected when 

their contraction activated the lb afferent under study. If the 

resulting lb firing rate was less than 10 pps over a 12 mm range of 

muscle lengths during generation of the motor unit's length:tension 

curve (see below), the motor unit was rejected. In this way, unusual 

and weak responses involving "off line" motor units (Stuart, Mosher 

et al. 1972) and tendon organs with extremely high firing thresholds 

were avoided (cf. Reinking et al. 1974a). Motor units were also 

stimulated at 100 pps. 

Controlled ramp changes in force were produced by a servo-

regulated electromagnetic muscle puller arranged in force servo (see 

Reinking & Stuart, 1974, for a more detailed description of the 

muscle puller and its feedback control circuitry). Command signals 

for the generation of ramp profiles were provided by the computer. 

Operation of the muscle puller in force servo results in length 

changes which produce ramp profiles of force. The range of excur

sion of the muscle puller was limited to 15 mm. Length:tension 

curves were generated in order to choose force ramp parameters 

such that these length changes were within the 15 mm working 

range. Changes in the active and passive mechanical properties 

of the muscle during the course of an experiment (e.g., fatigue, 

changes of intramuscular tissue stiffness) required that a length: 

tension curve be generated each time a tendon organ was isolated. 



Length:Tension Curves 

The length:tension procedures were similar in all experiments 

and were generated for both whole muscle and single motor units. 

Muscles were stimulated for 1 sec at lengths ranging from -20 to 20 mm 

(in 2 or 4 mm steps) relative to a 0 mm reference length defined as 

that muscle length associated with a 90 degree ankle angle (cf. Goslow, 

Reinking & Stuart, 1973). The tetanic force was determined on line by 

averaging the force produced during the last 600 msec of a 1000 msec 

tetanus. A "track and hold" circuit was used to separate active and 

passive forces (Reinking & Stephens, 1974). At least 45 sec elapsed 

between each tetanus and the muscle was returned to the reference 

position after each stimulation. Figure 1A is an average length:tension 

curve for a typical soleus muscle. The length range over which the 

force servo tests were performed is shown by the solid segment of 

the ascending limb of the length:tension curve. 

Active Force Ramps 

Once the length:tension curve had been established, the force 

servo tests could begin. Figure IB shows the sequence of events 

involved. Initially, with the puller in length servo, the muscle 

was positioned at a length on the length:tension curve correspond

ing to the force from which the ramp was to begin. The muscle was 

then stimulated (a in Fig. IB) and after a brief period to allow for 

complete development of isometric force the system was switched into 

force servo (b). During the force servo phase (b to f), the muscle 

contracted anisometrically and generated a ramp profile of force 



Figure 1. Generation of ramp changes of contractile force. 

A shows a typical length:tension curve for cat soleus. The upper dashed line and closed 
circles showB an average active whole muscle force curve (4 trials in one experiment) 
expressed as a percent relative to the mean value of the tetanic tension at the peak of 
the curve (X j. S.D. = 1800 ±40 g). The lower dashed line and closed triangles show the 
average passive tension which is also expressed as a percent relative to the peak value 
(0-2% at -20 mm to -rt mm: 3-18% at lengths 8 mm to 20 mm). The solid segment of the 
ascending limb of the active force curve indicates the range within which the ramp 
changes of force were evoked during the force-servo tests. Unless stated otherwise, in 
this and all subsequent figures, muscle length is relative to the 0 mm value associated 
with a 90 degree ankle angle. Minimum in situ muscle length is approximately -17 mm and 
maximum in situ length approximately +12 mm (technique for making these approximations 
explained in Goslowt Reinking & Stuart, 1973). B is an oscilloscope record obtained 
from a whole muscle showing the length (upper trace) and force (lower trace) changes pro
duced during the experimental tests. The different modes of servo operation are indicated 
above the record. The letters at the bottom of the force trace correspond to key events 
which occur during a test cycle: a, stimulus on; b, system switched from length servo 
to force servo and gain of force signal changed; c, command signal update (explained in 
text); d-e, ramp profile; f, system switched from force servo to length servo and force 
gain returned to original value; g, stimulus off. (see text for further overall details). 
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(d to e). Upon completion of the ramp, the system was returned to 

length servo (f) for a short time before the muscle was allowed to 

relax (g). Initial values of the ramp parameters (initial force, 
# 

F^J force change, & F; and rate of change of force, F) were 

selected prior to each test. When necessary, the computer program 

provided an automatic gain change for recording the force signal 

during the force servo phase (cf. Reinking & Stephens, 1974). This 

change occurred simultaneously with the switch to force servo (b in 

Fig. IB). Between b and c of Fig. IB the force record was sampled 

and compared to the desired initial value. If necessary, muscle 

length was readjusted automatically such that the desired force 

was attained (as at c in Fig. IB). The duration of each run (a to 

g in Fig. IB) was usually 4-6 sec depending on the values selected 

for F^, £ F, F and the length changes (A 1) which took place were 

displayed by the computer. From the values of £ F and A active 

muscle stiffness (kg/cm) was calculated and provided an indication 

of the condition of the muscle during the course of an experiment. 

Muscle deterioration was minimal during the course of these experi

ments, peak tetanic tension (± S.D.) at the end of an experiment 

averaging 88 ± 18% of that present at the beginning of the experiment 

12 to 24 hours earlier. 

Data Analysis 

During the generation of the length:tension curves data 

analysis was performed on line using a small laboratory computer. 

Before each contraction, the spontaneous lb firing rate (if any) 

was estimated by counting the number of spikes in a 1 sec period. 



During each contraction, the average active force developed was 

measured by averaging successive force samples taken at 10 msec 

intervals beginning 400 msec from the start of stimulation and 

continuing to 1000 msec. The average lb firing rate was esti

mated by counting the number of afferent spikes during this 

averaging period. In this way, analysis was limited to the 

static responses of the receptor. 

The dynamic response to different force velocities was 

assessed using a dynamic index (DI) defined as the peak discharge 

in pps occurring at the end of the rising phase of the force ramps 

minus the frequency 0.5 sec later. The DI was also measured for 

tendon organ responses during the isometric contractions associated 

with the generation of length:tension curves. In this isometric 

situation, the dynamic index was the difference between the peak 

discharge which was associated with the initial rapid dynamic 

phase of isometric force development and the discharge 0.5 sec later. 

Experimental Procedures 

In those experiments involving contraction of the whole 

muscle, the sequence of procedures was as follows: 1) functional 

isolation of a single lb afferent; 2) measurement of the length: 

tension curve; and 3) ramp testing of receptor dynamics. After 

these tests had been completed, the afferent fiber was removed and 

the same tests repeated for another functionally isolated lb afferent. 

In those experiments involving contraction of functionally 

isolated single motor units the sequence of procedures were similar: 



1) functional isolation of a single lb afferent; 2) functional 

isolation of a single motor unit whose contraction excited the 

tendon organ; 3) measurement of motor unit length:tension curve; 

and 4) ramp testing of receptor dynamics. When these tests were 

completed the efferent fiber was removed and the tests repeated 

with another functionally isolated motor unit whose contractions 

elicited discharge from the same receptor. 

The force servo tests were similar in all 13 experiments. 

A series of ramps were used with velocities ranging from 1 to 100 

kg/sec for whole muscle contractions and 1 to 500 g/sec for motor 

unit contractions. While these ramp rates were the same in each 

experiment, the same values of F^ and A F could not always be used 

in each cat because of differences in the contraction strengths 

of the individual muscles or motor units. Nevertheless, an at

tempt was made to use comparable values in each experiment. In 

whole muscle experiments, F^ ranged from 28% PQ (peak active 

tetanic tension) to 587„ PQ and ^ F from 14% to 37% of PQ. In motor 

unit experiments, ramps were chosen such that the corresponding 

length changes occupied the ascending limb of each unit's length: 

tension curve. The ranges of and & F were 2 to 20 g. In all 

instances, at least one minute elapsed between ramp tests. 

Unfortunately, there is no data available concerning the rates 

and extents of force changes which are produced during normal move

ments, particularly for motor unit contractions. Rapid force changes 

2 occur during the lengthening contraction of the E (second exten

sion) phase of locomotion (Goslow, Reinking & Stuart, 1973). From 



the calculation of Grillner (1972) and the step cycle data of Goslow, 

Reinking & Stuart (1973), it can be estimated that during this phase 

of locomotion, the combined forces of triceps surae is approximately 

60 kg/sec during a high-speed gallop. Thus, the rates used in the 

present experiments presumably cover the normal physiological range 

of changes for soleus. 



RESULTS 

The responses of 39 tendon organs have been studied in 13 

cats. The static sensitivity of 23 of these receptors vas analyzed 

in response to contraction of the whole soleus muscle (8 experiments) 

and the remaining 16 in response to the contraction of 30 func

tionally isolated single motor units (5 experiments). The dynamic 

responsiveness of 21 of the 39 tendon organs was assessed during 

the same 8 whole muscle contractions and 16 of the 39 receptors 

were studied for dynamic responses to contraction of the same 30 

motor units. 

Static Sensitivity 

Passive Responses 

There was conspicuous variation in the passive responsiveness 

within the present sample of tendon organs. Figure 2 shows the dis

tribution of the lengths at which lb afferents first exhibited 

sustained (60-90) sec) discharge (stippled bars). The corresponding 

changes in passive tension associated with each length are shown 

on the inverted Y axis (see figure legend). For comparison, the mean 

active length:tension curve for the whole muscles is shown above, 

normalized as a percentage of the maximum value (see figure legend). 

Only 10% (4 of 39) of the sample began to discharge at lengths 

< 0 mm; the majority did not fire until the muscle was stretched 

to relatively long lengths as shown by the cumulative distribution 
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Figure 2. Passive force responsiveness of soleus tendon organs at 
different muscle lengths. 

The abscissa shows relative muscle length in mm. Arrows 
along the X axis scale indicate maximum (right) and 
minimum (left) Iji situ lengths for the soleus muscle of 
cats in the 3.5 to 4.5 kg weight range (for details see 
Goslow, Reinking & Stuart, 1973). The upward ordinate 
indicates with closed bars the percentage of receptors 
which began to fire at each muscle length and open bars 
representing the cumulative total percentage of the 
sample (N - 39 from 11 muscles) which were firing at 
each length. Each bin is drawn to a scale of 4 mm/bin 
width. The extreme right-hand bin represents those units 
which did not fire at even the greatest muscle lengths. 
Two units which fired spontaneously across the entire 
range of lengths are shown as being recruited at the -20 
mm length (extreme left-hand bin). The open squares 
depict the active tetanic tension of the 11 muscles rela
tive to the mean maximum value (FQ) at the peak of the 
curve (It ± S.D. = 2230 ± 690 g). Each point represents 
the average value (± S.E.) of several determinations 
from each muscle. The inverted ordinate shows the pas
sive force (fp) produced by the 11 muscles at the various 
muscle lengths. The closed diamonds and solid line show 
average values. The open diamonds and dashed lines 
(upper and lower, respectively) indicate passive tension 
values for muscles that exhibited the smallest and lar
gest degrees of muscle stiffness. 
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(open bars). Sixty-four percent of the sample did not begin to 

discharge until the muscle was stretched beyond the maximum in situ 

length (12 mm). Of these, over half did not respond at all within 

the length range employed here. They would respond, however, if 

the muscle was stretched and held by hand beyond the +20 mm length 

(extreme right-hand bin). Thirty-six percent of the lb afferents 

did respond within the physiological range (-17 mm to +12 mm). Half 

of these units (18% of the total sample), however, became active at 

lengths approaching the upper extreme (^ 4 mm). Only two units 

discharged spontaneously at all lengths, even *7hen the muscle was 

completely slack (extreme left-hand bin of Fig. 2). 

The forces produced by stretch of a passive muscle only 

exert a relatively weak excitatory effect on the tendon organ. 

Figure 3 shows the firing rate of three different tendon organs 

from different muscles which are plotted against the passive forces 

measured at the tendon. The solid lines are best fit power law 

regressions and show that, while the tendon organ discharge Increases 

with increasing levels of passive force, the incremental change of 

the response is small. The unit shown in Fig. 3A for example only 

increased its firing rate from 2 to 7 pps in response to a force 

increase of 14 to 103 g measured at the tendon. In all three cases, 

there is approximately a five-fold increase of force, but only a 

two-fold increase of firing rate. This small effect is further 

emphasized by the arrows in Fig. 3 which mark the forces and firing 

rates observed at the maximum physiological length (12 mm). Hie 

average (± S.D.) firing rate for those receptors which exhibited a 



Figure 3. Tendon organ responses during passive muscle stretch. 

A, B, and C show 3 different tendon organs from 3 different 
muscles. The ordinate shows lb afferent firing rate in pps 
and the abscissa passive force in grams during extension of 
the inactive muscle. The receptors are ranked according to 
the decreasing value of the exponent obtained from a best 
fit power regression (solid lines) of the form Y = aX with 
b = 0.74, 0.47 and 0.38 in A, B, and C respectively (P < 
0.05). Arrows mark passive force observed at the maximum 
physiological length for each muscle. 
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sustained discharge (N = 12) at this length was 28 ± 10 pps (range 

14 to 46 pps). 

The changes in passive firing with increasing passive force 

were also quite variable. Figure 3 shows that, not only are the slopes 

different, particularly over the physiological range of forces, but 

also the magnitude of the initial sustained response (hereafter re

ferred to as the "sustained threshold") was different from receptor 

to receptor. The three units of Fig. 3A, B, and C, for example, had 

sustained threshold values of 2, 10 and 16 pps respectively. The 

firing rates of the sustained threshold for the entire sample of 

tendon organs ranged from a minimum of 2 pps to a maximum of 52 pps 

with an average (± EJ.D.) value of 21 ± 9 pps. Only three receptors 

responded at rates less than 10 pps (e.g., Fig. 2A). There was also 

a wide variability in the lengths at which the sustained response 

began (Fig. 2, stippled bars). 

Active Responses 

Responses to Whole Muscle Contractions. Figure 4 shows an 

example of the changes in active force development (^f) and lb 

afferent response (^r) during isometric contractions of soleus at 

lengths -20 to +18 mm. 

The changes in lb firing rate observed during contraction 

at each length are shown by the solid line and closed circles. At 

lengths longer than 8 mm, this change in firing rate was calculated 

by subtracting the spontaneous firing rate (filled line, closed 

triangles) from the total firing rate attained during each contrac

tion. The change in tendon organ firing rate associated with each 



Figure 4. The behavior of a single lb afferent during vhole muscle contraction at different 
muscle lengths. 

The abscissa shows relative muscle length. The left-hand ordinate shows active tetanic 
tension (^f, open squares, dashed line) generated by the whole muscle at each length. 
The right-hand ordinate shows lb afferent firing rate. The solid line curve joining 
closed circles represents lb firing rate in response to the active contractions. The 
solid line joining closed triangles shows the lb response to passive forces produced 
at the corresponding muscle lengths. Note that there was no lb firing at lengths 
< 10 mm. Passive forces are not shown and in this case were 10 ± 100 g and 140 ± 
100 g at 3 and 20 mm respectively. 
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contraction increased from 82 to a maximum value of 132 pps as the 

force increased during length changes from -20 to 2 mm. In this 

and the majority of other whole muscle-tendon organ interactions 

(16 of 23 units), the maximum tendon organ discharge occurred at 

lengths shorter (3.5 ± 6.5 mm) than the optimum lengths for tetanus. 

There was a more rapid fall in firing rate as force declines 

at lengths greater than 8 mm. At -10 mm and 18 mm, for example, 

the active force of contraction was approximately 1280 g yet the 

corresponding changes in firing rate associated with each of these 

contractions was 122 and 80 pps respectively. This finding is empha

sized in Fig. 5A which plots the relationship between ^r and ^f for 

the same tendon organ of Fig. 4. The arrow indicates the order in 

which the data were collected as the length:tension curve was 

generated. The arrow tail corresponds to shorter lengths and the 

arrow head points in the direction of the longer muscle lengths. 

A reduction in apparent sensitivity of the receptor is clearly evi

dent at the longer muscle lengths (hysteresis effect) and is asso

ciated with the onset of passive firing. Fig. 5C shows, however, 

that there is a progressive reduction in apparent static force 

sensitivity even at short muscle lengths (less than 8 mm) 

where there is no passive firing. 

Figure 5B and D show an example of another lb afferent, 

which exhibited no passive firing. Notice that the hysteresis 

effect In Fig. 5B is much less than in Fig. 5A. Once again there 

is, however, a continuous reduction in apparent static force 

sensitivity with muscle lengthening as shown in Fig. 5D. Tendon 



Figure 5. The e£fects of muscle length on tendon organ response. 

Graphs A and C are for the same lb afferent and whole 
muscle as shown in Figure 3; and B and D are for another 
tendon organ from a different muscle. In A and B the up
ward ordinate and closed circle data points show the 
change of lb firing rate (^r in pps) in response to the 
force of active contraction (£f in g) which is shown on 
the abscissa. Arrows indicate the direction of hyster
esis in the ^r response and the order in which the points 
were generated during the length:tension procedures (cf. 
Figure 3). In A but not B the tendon organ exhibited 
passive firing at longer muscle lengths. The inverted 
ordinate and closed triangle data points in A illustrate 
the corresponding changes in passive firing. To simplify 
the A plot and several subsequent figures, lines connect 
those data points where the lb afferent responded to 
both active (solid lines) and passive (dashed lines) 
forces. Passive forces are not shown; the ranges were 
40 ± 100 g to 140 ± 100 g respectively for the A muscle 
and 50 ± 100 g' to 130 -t 100 g respectively for the B 
muscle. C and D show apparent static force sensitivity 
(Ar/^f in pps/g, open triangles) plotted againBt relative 
muscle length (abscissa in mm) for the two receptors. 
Passive firing rates are again shown on the inverted 
axis of the C plot. 
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organ firing rate increased quite linearly with force along the 

ascending limb (^ 0 mm) of the length: tens ion curves (Fig. 5A & B). 

In every case, the coefficients of linear correlation were all 

significant at the 5% level of probability. Taking the data as a 

whole, the range of slopes was 0.02 to 0.15 pps/g with an average 

(± S.D.) value of 0.05 ± 0.03 pps/g. These values compare favor

ably with those found under other experimental conditions from 

whole muscle preparations (Jansen & Rudjord, 1964; Alnaes, 1967; 

Stuart et al. 1970). 

Responses from the Same Whole Muscle Preparations. Table 

1 compares the results of three separate experiments and shows 

the behavior of different lb afferents studied in the same muscle. 

The afferents are arbitrarily ranked in order of decreasing dis

charge rate. In each experiment, there is no relation between 

the firing rates attained by various lb afferents and the force 

recorded at the tendon. In addition, the slopes (pps/g) obtained 

from the force:flring rate curves (e.g., Fig. 5A & B) for each 

tendon organ are also different. While there appears to be a cor

relation between &r and &f in muscle 2 of Table 1, the maximum and 

minimum values of &f differ by only 30 g, a value which is within 

the experimental accuracy (± 100 g) of the recording apparatus. 

Therefore I do not attach any significance to this particular 

ranking. Similar results were obtained in the other 5 experiments. 

Figure 6 shows, for example, the relationship between £r and &£ 

for the entire whole muscle-tendon organ sample. The tendon organs 

from each whole muscle are identified by separate symbols in the 
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Table 1. Relation between tendon organ firing rate and the force 
recorded at the common tendon during whole muscle 
contraction 

MUSCLE 1 MUSCLE 2 MUSCLE 3 

Ib 

Afb 
(g) 

c 
A* 

(pps) 
md 

(pps/g) 
A* 

(g) 
A* 

(PPS) 
m 

(pps/g) 
Af 

(g) 
A* 

(pps) 
m 

(pps/g) 

1 1820 128 0.052 1510 137 0.036 570 108 0.10 

2 1770 127 0.026 1500 128 0.074 630 60 0.15 

3 1800 123 0.036 1480 98 0.043 820 58 0.08 

4 1850 92 0.022 

aIb afferent firing rates of different tendon organs from the 
same whole muscle are shown for three separate experiments. 

^Tetanic tensions at the peak of the whole muscle's active 
length:tension curve rounded to the nearest ten grams (g). 

cIncrease in tendon organ firing rate (pps) observed in 
response to the whole muscle tetanic tension at the peak 
of the length:tension curve. 

^Slope of the relationship between ^r and ^f from the 
force:firing rate curve (e.g., Figure 4A & B) at lengths 
< 0 mm. 



Figure 6. Relationship between lb response and whole muscle active force. 

The changes in firing rate (&r iti pps) of 23 tendon organs from 8 muscles are plotted 
against whole muscle tetanic tension (^f in g) recorded at the optimal length. The firing 
rates of the tendon organs recorded from the same muscle are identified by the same symbol 
to show that there is no relation between the firing rates of the various lb afferents and 
the force recorded at the tendon. 
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figure to Illustrate that the magnitude of a tendon organ's response 

observed at nearly equal contraction strengths of the same whole 

muscle is different for each receptor. 

Responses to Single Motor Unit Contractions. Figures 7 

and 8 show that the effects of muscle length on the static respon

siveness of tendon organs during single motor unit contractions were 

similar to those observed during whole muscle contractions (cf. Figs. 

4 and 5). The unit of Fig. 7 shows the sharp inflection in both the 

lb firing rate curve (A, solid line) and the apparent static force 

sensitivity curve (C) as well as the pronounced force;firing rate 

hysteresis (B) that is associated with the onset of passive firing. 

The tendon organ of Fig. 8 has the relatively smoother profile in 

A and C and the lesser degree of hysteresis in B which is charac

teristic of those units which did not exhibit passive firing. There 

is, however, for both receptors a reduction in apparent sensitivity 

with muscle lengthening in the absence of passive firing. 

In the majority of cases, the behavior of a particular 

tendon organ was similar in response to contraction of different 

motor units. Twenty-eight percent (7 motor units, 5 tendon organs) 

o£ the motor unit-tendon organ interactions exhibited an inflec

tion in their apparent static force sensitivity profiles like that 

shown in Fig. 7C and 44% (11 motor units, 4 tendon organs) had a 

smooth, continuous decline like Fig. 8C. The remaining motor 

unit-tendon organ interactions (4 tendon organs, 7 motor units) 

were like that shown in Fig. 9. In these cases, there is relatively 



Figure 7. Tendon organ responses (with passive firing) to active 
contraction of a single soleus motor unit. 

A, B, and C illustrate different aspects of the same data 
for a receptor which fired to passive forces at muscle 
lengths ;> 16 mm. A is a length:tension:firing rate plot 
(open squares, motor unit ^f in g; closed circles, ̂ r 
in pps; and closed triangles, passive response in pps). 
B is a force:firing rate plot and C is the ^r/^f:length 
plot (both are arranged like Figure 4), Whole muscle 
passive tensions are not shown and were 30, 53 and 107 
± 1 g at the 12, 16 and 20 mm muscle lengths respec
tively. This figure emphasizes that tendon organs ex
hibit the same general characteristics in response to 
contraction of single motor units as they do in response 
to whole muscle contractions (cf. Figure 3 and Figure 4). 
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Figure 8. Tendon organ responses (without passive firing) to active 
contraction of a single soleus motor unit. 

This figure is arranged like Figure 7 to illustrate the 
behavior of a lb afferent which did not fire in response to 
passive forces at greater muscle lengths. Passive forces 
are not shown and were 14, 30, 62, and 117 ± 5 g at muscle 
lengths of 0, 4, 8 and 12 mm respectively. As with similar 
lb responses in whole muscle preparations (e.g. Figure 4B 
& D), the hysteresis is less evident in the &?:&£ plot (B) 
and the inflection seen in the ^r/^f:length curve is ab
sent (C). Seven of the 25 motor unit-tendon organ inter
actions observed in this study yielded similar results. 
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Figure 9. Tendon organ responses to active contraction of a single 
soleus motor unit. 

The A, B, and C graphs are arranged as in the previous 
figure (Fig. 8) to show a different type of motor unit-
tendon organ interaction. In A, the change of force at 
different muscle lengths has the typical bell-shaped 
profile, however, the change in firing rate begins at a 
relatively high rate of the short muscle lengths and 
shows little change in firing rate with force. At the 
longer lengths, there is no reduction in the lb response. 
These differences are reflected as a reversed hysteresis 
effect in the force:firing rate curve (B) and an increased 
apparent static force sensitivity at the longer muscle 
lengths 8 mm) (C). Behavior of this general type was 
seen in 7 of 25 motor unit-tendon organ interactions. 
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little change in firing rate with force (Fig. 9A) with no reduction 

in firing rate with force at the longer muscle lengths. This results 

in an increased rather than decreased apparent static force sensi

tivity at long muscle lengths (Fig. 9B and C). 

The responses of tendon organs to motor unit contractions 

were, in general, lower than those observed during whole muscle con

tractions. The average maximum tendon organ response (± S.D.) during 

motor unit contractions was 45 -t 17 pps (range 13 to 83 pps) whereas 

this value from the whole muscle preparations was 119 ± 30 pps (range 

t8 to 195 pps). This finding simply reflects the fact that tendon 

organs are responding to the forces generated by single muscle fibers 

in the first case and the forces of several muscle fibers in the sec

ond case. While the firing rates were lower, the slopes of the lines 

of best fit of the relationship between ^r and &£ along the ascend

ing limb (^ 0 mm) of the motor unit-tendon organ force:firing rate 

curve (e.g. graph B of Fig. 7, 8 and 9) were higher, ranging from 

0.7 to 4.5 pps/g with an average value (± S.D.) of 2.0 ± 1.2 pps/g. 

These values are similar to those reported by previous workers 

who have studied the behavior of tendon organs during contractions 

of single soleus motor units (Houk & Henneman, 1967; Houk & Simon, 

1967; Stuart, Mosher et al. 1972. 

Response to Contraction of Different Motor Units. Table 2 

compares the intensity of lb afferent discharge for single receptors 

responding to the contraction of several different motor units. 

The motor units which excited the 4 afferents (from 3 muscles) are 

ranked according to their contraction strengths recorded at each 



Table 2. Relation between changes In discharge frequency of soleus tendon organs and the force 
recorded at the common tendon during isometric contractions of single motor units. 

Motor 
a 

TO 22-2 TO 21--5 TO 19-•3 TO 19-•1 
Unit 
Number Afb 

(g) 

c 
A* 

(PPS) 
A*/A* 

(pps/g) 
Af 

(R> 
A* 
fpps) 

A^/A* 
(pps/g) 

Af 
(If) 

A* 
(PPS) 

Ar/Af 
(pps/g) 

Af 

(?) 
A* 

(pps) 
Ar/Af 

(pps/g) 
1 14 52 3.9 13 68 5.3 11 83 7.5 21 38 1.9 

2 16 55 3.6 13 44 3.4 20 73 3.7 33 50 1.5 

3 20 58 2.9 14 52 3.9 24 38 1.6 37 33 0.9 

4 25 14 0.6 14 48 3.5 28 33 1.2 

5 26 52 2.0 

aT0 22-2 = tendon organ #2 from cat #22; etc. 

^Tetanic tension at the peak of a motor unit's active length:tension curve, rounded to the 
nearest gram (g). 

cIncrease in tendon organ discharge frequency (pps) resulting from motor unit contraction. 



unit's optimum length. The corresponding Xb firing rates did not 

show a similar ranking. Rather there was no correlation between 

the contractile force of the motor unit recorded at the tendon and 

the associated Zb discharges. This ranking was examined for 1 

afferent activated by 5 motor units, 2 afferents activated by 4 

motor units, 1 afferent activated by 3 motor units and 1 afferent 

activated by 2 motor units. In only one case did ^r increase 

progressively with &£. Fig. 10A shows a similar lack of correlation 

between ^r and £f (r = 0.03, P > 0.10) for all motor unit-tendon 

organ interactions. 

Notice, however, that the trend of the data of Table 2 is 

for an inverse relationship between apparent static force sensi

tivity and the size of the different motor units. This tendency 

is explored for the total data in Fig. 10B. Assuming a power law 

-1.02 
relationship, the best fit equation was Ar/Af = 44.0 A£ 

(r = 0.77, p <0.001). This finding reflects the fact that the 

larger the contraction strength of a single motor unit, the 

smaller the proportion of its total force output that is coupled 

to the receptor. 

While there is no relationship between the contraction 

strengths of different motor units and the excitatory effect they 

exert on a given receptor, it is of interest to consider whether 

the various changes in firing rate with force at different muscle 

lengths can be explained on the basis of some conxnon relationship 

between force exerted within the receptor capsule and the firing 

rates attained in the different situations. Figure 11A shows the 



Figure 10. Relationship for the total sample between lb responses and motor unit active forces. 

A shows the general lack of correlation (r « -0.03, P > 0.10) between £r and ^f. In 
contrast B shows an inverse relation between aparent static force sensitivity (Ar/^f) 
and £f itself. The solid curve in B is the least-squares power regression (&*/&£ 15 

44.0, Af"1-02, r = -0.77, P < 0.001). 
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Figure 11. Indirect estimation of the "lb response-force at receptor" relationship for the interactions 
of a single tendon organ with several motor units. 

A shows the firing rate of a single lb afferent in response to passive force (closed 
triangles) and to the combined forces produced by passive stretch of the muscle and the 
separate tetanic contraction of four single motor units (open squares, motor unit 1; 
closed diamonds, motor unit 2; open circles, motor unit 3; closed circles, motor unit 4). 
By assuming that lb firing rate is a direct reflection of force coupled to the receptor, 
it is possible to replot these data as a single curve (B) relating lb firing rate to the 
force (in arbitrary units) actually delivered to the receptor's capsule (for procedural 
details, see text). Note that the data points in the A and B plots have identical lb 
firing rates on the Y ordinate. The X-axis force values that range from 0 to 200 g in 
the A plot are rescaled into a compressed 0 to 20 arbitrary unit scale in the B plot. 
The least-squares power regression line of B (pps - 22.8 [force at receptor]®*42t 
r ® 0.97, P < 0.001) shows the closeness of all data points to one general curve. 
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responses of a tendon organ to the total forces (active + passive) 

recorded during contractions of four different motor units at 

various muscle lengths. The passive responses of the tendon 

organ are indicated by the closed triangles. Notice that at any 

level of force the lb afferent firing rate is different for each 

motor unit. In other words, while the general nature of each inter

action is similar, the firing rates attained at each force level 

are different. Recently Stephens et al. (1974b) have explained 

these results on the basis of indirect estimates of the changes in 

force exerted at the level of the receptor capsule. It was of in

terest, therefore, to apply the same techniques to the present data. 

The procedure involves the assumption that the tendon organ 

always responds in the same way to the same force delivered to the 

receptor's endings. Since changes of force at the tendon presumably 

result in similar proportionate changes at the receptor level (cf. 

Houk & Henneman, 1967) the method requires rescaling the different 

forces recorded at the tendon according to the relative tendon 

organ discharge frequencies. Consider, for example, the tendon 

organ-motor unit interaction shown in Fig. 11A by the open circles 

(O) and the lb response to the passive forces produced during 

muscle stretch (closed triangles). At a passive force of 120 g 

the receptor discharge at 25 pps; at a muscle length of -20 mm, 

the active motor unit contractions produced 1.4 g which resulted 

in a lb response of 27 pps. In view of these similar firing rates 

we can presume that the forces exerted within the receptor capsule 

must also be similar. Thus the passive forces are rescaled by a 



factor of 1.4/120 to make them equivalent to the active input. 

These rescaled values of passive force are plotted in Fig. 11B. 

Note that the original passive tensions (0-197 g) now only occupy 

the first l/10th of the X axis of B and are now scaled in arbi

trary units relative to the active forces generated by motor 

unit o. The corresponding firing rates, however, are unchanged 

(0-44 pps). 

The next procedure involves rescaling the motor unit 

active forces relative to the o unit, adding these values to the 

already rescaled passive forces and plotting the result along the 

arbitrary-unit X axis of B in association with the appropriate 

firing rates. Since all the data is rescaled relative to the con

traction of the O unit its active force remains unchanged, but is 

added to the appropriately rescaled passive forces. The active 

and passive components of the other three motor units ( $ , • 

and • ) were rescaled relative to the o unit in the following way. 

At a length of -16 mm the t unit produced a tetanic force of 9.6 g 

and a ̂ r of 27 pps. Therefore, this unit's active force was 

rescaled by a factor of 1.4/9.6, added to the rescaled passive 

force and also plotted on Fig. 11B. Likewise, the Ounlt produced 

22.3 g and a firing rate of 27 pps. Therefore, the scaling factor 

is 1.4/22.3. The • unit did not, however, excite the receptor at 

the low rates used to rescale the other three units (i.e., 25-27 

pps). Therefore, a higher firing rate was chosen at which the 

contraction of this motor unit elicited a discharge similar to 



that produced by the o motor unit. In this case, the O unit 

developed 14.7 g and the • unit developed 9.5 g, therefore, the 

scale factor was 14.7/9.5. 

The result of these procedures is shown in Fig* llB. Note 

that whereas the scale of the lb firing rate on the vertical axis 

remains the same as in A, the original 0-200 g force scale is now 

replaced by the 0-20 arbitrary unit axis of B. The success of this 

procedure in explaining the different responses in A is shown by 

the fact that the points in B all lie close to some common line 

relating the firing rate of this receptor to change in force 

within the receptor capsule. Assuming a power law relationship, 

the equation of the line of best fit to this data was: firing rate 

0 42 
= 22.8 (force at receptor ) * (r = 0.97, p < 0.001). A similar 

result was found from another lb with five motor units from a dif

ferent muscle (regression equation: firing rate = 23.9 (force at 

receptor)"*^, r = 0.94, p < 0.001). 

It is important to notice that while two of the units 

(^ and • in Fig. llB) exert only a limited excitatory effect on 

the receptor, the other two cause the receptor to discharge over 

a larger range of firing rates, but still share the same "force-

firing rate" curve at low force levels. Such findings presumably 

provide the underlying explanation for Fig. 7, 8 and 9 where 

the forces of the motor unit of Fig. 9 only resulted in a small 

degree of modulation of the lb firing rate whereas, in contrast, 

the motor units in Fig. 7 and 8 stimulated the receptors to fire 

over a broader range. 
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Ensemble Analysis. It has been suggested that the tendon 

organ provides the central nervous system with continuous information 

about changes in muscle force, one function of which is said to com

pensate for the nonlinear contractile properties inherent within 

the muscle itself (Roberts, 1971; Houk, 1974; Houk & Henneman, 1974). 

Central to this concept is the assumption that the discharge of tendon 

organs do, indeed, reflect changes in muscle force. It is clear, 

however, that at the single tendon organ level, the force recorded 

at the tendon cannot be predicted on the basis of the lb afferent 

firing rate (Fig. 10 and 11; Tables 1 and 2). The collective input 

of several lb afferents is, however, related to the forces delivered 

to the tendon as shown in Fig. 12 in which the forces recorded and 

the firing rates attained (in 23 motor units and 11 tendon organs) 

are summed. 

To avoid the effects of biological variation from animal to 

animal which would be introduced by summing the data in reference to 

some arbitrary length based on ankle joint angle, the data were 

summed with reference to the optimal length of each parent whole 

muscle. 

Figure 12 shows that the collective behavior of the tendon 

organ sample is similar to that described above for single receptors 

(e.g., Fig. 5, 7 and 8). Notice that the hysteresis of the force: 

firing rate curve (Fig. 12B) is less pronounced than observed in 

the individual experiments which is in keeping with the lower 

summed rates of passive discharge. In addition, the general decrease 

in apparent sensitivity with muscle lengthening can be seen in Fig. 

/ 



Figure 12. Cumulative tendon organ responses to motor unit contractions. 

A, B, and C are arranged as in Figure 7 and show the "ensem
ble11 response of 9 lb afferents to concentration of 23 
soleus motor units (3 experiments). In A, relative muscle 
length is on the abscissa with the sum of values for 
the 23 motor units on one ordinate (open squares) and the 
other ordinate showing the sum of lb firing (closed cir
cles) for the summed ^f for 23 lb-motor unit interactions 
and for the sum of the mean passive responses (closed 
triangles) of the 9 lb afferents. The range of mean 
passive tension of the 3 muscles was 16 g at -8 mm and 148 
g at 12 mm. The A plot emphasizes the capability of the 
total lb input to signal the variations of total active 
force of the muscle. B is a summated active force:firing 
curve for the total sample and shows a hysteresis as a 
function of muscle length similar to that observed during 
whole muscle and single motor unit contractions. C is a 
summed ^r/^f:length curve. As with whole muscle and single 
motor unit plots, there is a reduction in apparent static 
force sensitivity as muscle length is increased. 
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12C. Of particular significance are the changes in total firing rate 

in response to the changes in total muscle force. For example, a 

change of tendon organ firing rate from 577 to 1096 pps is associated 

with a force change of 123 to 440 g (see Fig. 11B). This finding 

indicates that the total lb afferent input to the central nervous 

system can indeed reflect those changes in contractile force that 

result from the inherent length:tension properties of muscle. 

Dynamic Sensitivity 

Isometric Contractions 

Figures 13 and 14 show the changes in dynamic index (DI) of 

two tendon organs during the dynamic phase of isometric tension 

development at different muscle lengths. The data of Fig. 13 were 

obtained during whole muscle tetanic contractions and that of Fig. 

14 show the changes in DI during tetanic contractions of single 

motor units. In both figures, three forms of display are used 

to illustrate the variation of dynamic sensitivity observed in each 

type of experimental preparation. 

Figure 13A and Fig. 14A show the relationship between the 

maximum rate of isometric force development (dashed line) and 

the associated dynamic response of the lb afferent (solid line) 

as a function of muscle length. The rate of force development 

(F) increased from relatively low levels at the short lengths to 

a plateau of near-maximal.values at the intermediate lengths and 

then begins to decline as the muscle is stretched further. 

Similarly, the DI also increases along the ascending limb of the 



Figure 13. Dynamic behavior of a soleus tendon organ during isometric 
contraction of the whole muscle. 

This figure displays three different aspects of the same lb 
afferent response. A is a bi-ordinate plot showing both 
rate of isometric force development (F) and tendon organ 
dynamic index (DI) as functions of muscle length. F is 
indicated by the open squares while DI is shown by the 
closed circles and is arbitrarily defined as the pps 
difference between peak discharge frequency during the 
dynamic phase of isometric force development and the 
firing frequency 0.5 sec later. Passive force was 40 
± 100 g at -20 mm and 300 ± 100 g at +20 mm. Responses to 
passive force (r ) were 32, 43 and 59 pps at 12, 16 and 20 
mm respectively. In B, DI is plotted against F with r 
also shown on the inverted ordinate. An arrow indicates 
the direction of hysteresis in the DI:F plot that occurs 
at longer muscle lengths. In C, apparent dynamic sensi
tivity (DI:F) is plotted against muscle length as are the 
rp responses on the inverted ordinate. Note that DI:F 
reduces progressively as muscle length is increased. 
Lines connect DI values and r responses in B and DI:F 
and r responses in C to illustrate that the onset of re-
sponsls to passive force at longer muscle length was not 
associated with any marked discontinuities in either plot. 
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Figure 14. Dynamic behavior of soleus tendon organs during isometric 
contraction of a single motor unit. 

This figure is arranged like Fig. 13. A shows the varia
tion of F (open squares) and DI (closed circles) as the 
muscle was lengthened. Passive tension was 101 ± 1 g 
at 8 mm and 200 ± 1 g at 12 mm. Firing in response to 
these passive forces was at 24 pps and 43 pps. B shows 
hysteresis in the DI:F relationship and C a progressive 
reduction in DI:F as muscle length was increased. Passive 
responses (r ) are shown in B and C and connected to cor
responding dlta points on the upward ordinates. 
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length:tension curve to peak values near the plateau region and 

then decreases along the descending portion of the graph. Notice 

the rather abrupt decrease in the value of DI at the longer muscle 

lengths. In general, the largest dynamic response occurred at a 

relatively short muscle length where isometric force development 

was less than maximum. In 80% of the total tendon organ inter

actions (14/21 whole muscle units and 22/24 single motor units), 

the maximum DI occurred at a length shorter than that at which 

maximum F occurred (117a had identical lengths and 9% exhibited a 

maximum DI at lengths longer than that at which the maximum F 

was recorded). 

It is important to notice the difference in magnitude of 

F and DI between the two types of preparation. The average (± S.D.) 

maximum F for whole muscle preparations was 17.5 ± 6.2 g/msec 

whereas the average values for motor unit contractions was only 

0.4 £ 0.2 g/msec. The average (± S.D.) maximum DI from whole 

muscle contractions was 34.7 ± 19.6 pps and that for motor unit 

contractions, 23.1 ± 9.3 pps, which was significantly smaller 

(p < 0.02 Student's t test). Notice that the difference in maxi

mum DI is relatively small compared with the large difference 

in F. 

Figures 13B and 14B show the relationship between DI and 

the rate of isometric force development. While the DI increases 

with F at lengths < 0 mm, there is a disproportionate decrease 

(or hysteresis effect) at the longer muscle lengths. This reduc

tion is shown more clearly in Fig. 13C and 14C where an "apparent 



dynamic force sensitivity" has been calculated as the ratio Dl/F 

(cf. Stephens et al. 1974b) and plotted against muscle length. 

In both cases, there is a progressive reduction in dynamic sensi

tivity with muscle lengthening. In only one motor unit-tendon 

organ interaction of this study was the dynamic sensitivity not 

reduced at longer lengths. 

Anisometric Contractions 

Responses to Whole Muscle Contractions. Figure 15 shows 

the response of a tendon organ to a series of ramps of increasing 

rate, but at the same Initial and final values of force (F^ = 

500 g and ^F = 500 g) during stimulation of the whole muscle. 

The tendon organ fires at a relatively steady rate in response 

to the initial constant level of force. During the rising phase 

of the ramp the tendon organ firing rate increases with force 

to reach a maximum value at the termination of the ramp. Subse

quently, the discharge slows to a relatively steady rate as the 

force remains constant. During the falling phase of the ramp, 

the receptor firing rate decreases, undershoots and then fires 

steadily in response to the final constant force. 

At low ramp velocities there was no detectable "initial 

burst" (cf. Matthews, 1963) or "acceleration-like" (Schafer, 1967) 

response corresponding to the step increase of the rate of change 

of force at the beginning of the ramp. At higher ramp rates, • 

however, a discontinuity did appear in the discharge profile at 

the beginning of the ramp. In the data as a whole such a 



Figure 15. The response of a tendon organ to force ramps of various speeds produced during whole 
muscle contraction. 

The oscilloscope photographs show a series of ramps at the rates listed above each 
record. The ramps begin from an initial force of 500 g and were 500 g in magnitude. 
The upper trace of each record is the length change associated with the force change 
shown in the middle trace. The lower trace is the lb afferent firing rate displayed 
as the output of an interspike interval meter. Note that the time scale is different 
for ramp rates > 10 kg/sec. Some dots have been retouched. 
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discontinuity was most frequently observed at the intermediate ramp 

rates (10-50 kg/sec). The inflection was not present at rates 

< 5 kg/sec. At rates > 50 kg/sec, the duration of the ramps was so 

short ( < 20 msec) that only one or two spikes occurred. It was, 

therefore, impossible to separate any initial dynamics from the 

subsequent peak discharge. In other words, the force changes w«5re 

so fast that the one or two tendon organ spikes might be better 

considered to be the response of this receptor to a "velocity 

impulse" (Houk & Simon, 1967; cf. Grodins, 1963) and not separable 

into initial and final dynamic components. 

Figure 15 shows that the peak discharge at the end of the 

ramp increases with the rate of change of force. The discharge 

rate at the final force level, measured 0.5 to 1 sec after comple

tion of the dynamic phase of stretching was independent of the 

ramp rate used to reach the final force value. This indicates 

that the peak frequency reflects the dynamic component of the 

force change independent of the static component and, therefore, 

allows the dynamic response of the tendon organ to be measured 

separately as the difference between the peak firing rate and the 

final steady rate (dynamic index, DI). 

The magnitude of the DI will, of course, vary according 

to where on the ramp plateau the steady state measurement is 

made. Nevertheless, the amount of slowing of the discharge after 

0.5 sec is a convenient albeit relative measure of the ending's 

dynamic discharge (cf. F. B. Matthews, 1972). In the present 



experiments, the discharge frequency measured at 1 sec after the 

peak response averaged approximately 4-6% less than that measured 

at 0.5 sec after the end of the ramp. 

Figure 16A shows an example of the relationship between 

the dynamic index and the rate of changes of force. The open and 

closed circles are the values of DI plotted against the step 

changes of F for two tendon organs from the same whole muscle pre

paration. The figure clearly illustrates the increasing size of 

the transient overshoot as the rate of change of force increases. 

The degree of overshoot is small at the slower rates ( <5 kg/sec), 

but progressively increases as the rate of change of force increases. 

At the extremely fast rates ( > 70 kg/sec) where the force change 

was essentially a square wave, the peak discharge was more variable. 

The relationship between the dynamic index and the rate of 

change of force was found to be curvilinear. In Fig. 16A power 

*b 
law regression lines of the form, DI = aF , are drawn through 

the various data points. In all whole muscle-tendon organ inter

actions the value of the exponent t) was less than 1, but greater 

than 0 with correlation coefficients > 0.85 (P < 0.05). While the 

* 

relationship between DI and F is curvilinear, it should be noted 

that in many cases this curvature is slight, particularly at inter-

mediate ramp rates (5 < F < 50 kg/sec). The regression lines of 

Fig. 16A further illustrate the difference in the size of the DI 

between the two receptors. In other words, while the rate of 

change of force at the common tendon was the same for both 

receptors, their dynamic responses were different. Although this 



Figure 16. Dynamic behavior of tendon organs during anisometric contractions of the whole muscle. 

A shows the dynamic index (DI) plotted against the rate of change of force (F) for two 
lb afferents from the same muscle. The lines are least square error power regressions. 
For positive rates of change of force the equation of best fit for one unit (closed 
circles) was DI = 6.5 (r = 0.97, P < 0.001) and for the other unit (open circles) 
DI = 9.5 £0*37 (r - o.93, P < 0.001). Also shown Is the dynamic behavior of one of 
the units (closed circles) observed during negative rates of change of force. The nega
tive DI was determined as the difference between the frequency of discharge at the end 
of the ramp and the firing frequency 0.5 sec later (see text). For the negative rates 
of change of force the regression equation was DI = 4.2 J1 ^ (r = 0.98, P < 0.001). 
B shows the relationship between DI and £ for two lb afferents from different experi
ments. These afferents were chosen to encompass the full range (stippled area) of 
DI:£ relationship encountered in the present study. The upper (closed circles) and 
lower (open circles) curves are least square power regressions. For the upper curve 
the equation of best fit was DI ** 6.0 F * (r = 0.99, P < 0.001) and for the lower 
curve: DI = 4.7 F0*48 (r = 0.95, P < 0.01). 
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variation may indicate true variations in the sensitivities of 

different tendon organs, it is more likely to reflect differences 

in the number of muscle fibers attached to each receptor (see 

DISCUSSION). 

Figure 16B shows the range of tendon organ dynamic indices 

measured in these whole muscle experiments. The upper and lower 

regression, lines are drawn through the data points of the receptors 

which exhibited the highest and lowest values of DI respectively. 

The family of curves found in these experiments were scattered 

evenly throughout this range. The values of b for the power re

gression lines ranged from 0.36 to 0.89 with an average (± S.D.) 

of 0.58 ±0.16. As a convenient and purely arbitrary measure of 

the magnitude of the dynamic response during whole muscle stimula

tion, an average dynamic index (Dl) was calculated by summing the 

DIs observed during the series of ramps (at different rates) for 

each receptor. This measure, therefore, gives a mean value for 

the dynamic response of each receptor over the range of velocities 

used in each experiment. The range of DIs was 31 to 153 pps 

(X ± S.D. = 67 ± 39 pps). 

An attempt was made to assess the dynamic behavior of the 

lb afferents in response to the negative force velocity step at 

the end of each ramp test. A negative dynamic index was determined 

by subtracting the lowest firing rate observed upon completion of 

the falling phase of the ramp that which occurred 0.5 sec later. 

Unfortunately, this measurement could only be made in a few cases 

because the receptors generally paused (particularly at the fast 



rates) before resuming their static discharge in response to the 

final constant level of force. The negative dynamic response of 

a tendon organ in which a sufficient number of data points could 

be collected before the receptor paused is depicted in Fig. 16A 

alotag the negative axis. The symmetry of the regression lines 

shows the behavior of the tendon organ to be similar in response 

to the negative dynamic change as to the positive dynamic change. 

This feature is further emphasized by the near-equality of the 

power regression parameters. The regression equations were 

• 0.65 
DX = 6.5 F (r = 0.97, P < 0.001) for positive rates of change 

.0.64 
of force and for the negative rates of change of force DI = 4.2F 

(r = 0.98, P < 0.001). 

The effect of changing the size of the ramp (^F) while 

9 

keeping the initial force (F^) and the rate of change of force (F) 

constant was also assessed in these experiments. It was found 

that the dynamic response of the tendon organ increased as the size 

of the force ramp (AF) was increased. This finding is shown in Fig. 

17A where a line of best fit is drawn through the points relating 

DI to &F for a single tendon organ. A similar result was observed 

in 12 of the 16 whole muscle-tendon organ interactions as shown 

in Fig. 17B. 

Effect of Initial Length. Previous data from this and 

other laboratories (Houk & Henneman, 1967; Stephens et al. 1974b) 

have indicated that the dynamic response of the tendon organ is 

reduced with muscle lengthening at least as shown by the behavior 

of the receptor during isometric contraction at different muscle 



Figure 17. Relationship between the dynamic response of tendon organs and the force ramp amplitude 
for whole muscles. 

The initial level of force (F^) was constant for all these measurements. A shows a 
progressive increase in DI of a receptor as the amplitude of the ramp (AF) was increased. 
The line was drawn by hand. B shows data from the total sample in which this relation
ship was investigated (16 receptors from 8 experiments). The DI is shown for the 
smallest (AF [min] ) and largest (AF [max] ) size ramps. The frS values and the constant 
Fi settings were different for each receptor, therefore, the values for DI associated 
with the A? (min) and (max) are aligned on the X axis to show that 12 (dark lines) of 
the 16 receptors displayed an increase in DI with A*1- The dashed lines depict those 
units which showed a decreased dynamic response with increased AF. The arrows mark the 
unit shown in A. 
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lengths (Houk & Henneman, 1967; Stephens et al. 1974b; and in Fig. 13 

and 14 of the present study). In order to investigate the effects 

of length in the ramp experiments, the size of the ramp (AF) and 

the ramp rate (F) were held constant and the level of F^ was varied. 

Figure 18A shows a reduction of DI with increasing F^. The inset of 

18A shows the same data except that DI is now plotted against those 

initial lengths corresponding to the values of F^; notice the decrease 

in the receptor's dynamic response as the muscle is lengthened. 

Figure 18B shows that a similar reduction of dynamic sensitivity 

on increasing F^ was found for the majority (73%) of tendon organs 

observed during whole muscle contraction. 

Responses to Contraction of Single Motor Units. Figure 19 

shows an example of a tendon organ responding to controlled changes 

of force during a single motor unit contraction. Except for the 

lower firing rates, the behavior of this receptor is qualitatively 

similar to that observed in other receptors during whole muscle 

contractions. At the constant levels of force, the receptor fires 

at a steady rate. As force rises during the ramp, the tendon 

organ increases its discharge exhibiting a small overshoot at the 

end of the ramp which increases with ramp rate. At rates of force 

development ̂  25 g/sec there is an additional small inflection in 

firing rate corresponding to the initial step increase of the rate 

of change of force. 

Figure 20A shows an example of the relationship between • 

the dynamic response of a tendon organ and the rates of change 

of the force during contractions of a single motor unit. As in 



Figure 18. Relationship between the dynamic response of tendon organs and the initial level of ramp 
force for the whole muscle. 

A shows a progressive reduction in the dynamic index (DI) of a lb afferent with increase 
in the initial levels of force (F^) from which a ramp was initiated. The inset shows 
the same data but with the DI plotted against initial muscle length associated with the 
DI plotted against initial muscle length associated with the F^ values. The relation
ship between DI and F^ was explored for 11 receptors in 8 cats. B shows the DI of these 
11 afferents as measured from the smallest level of initial force (F^ [min] ) and from 
the largest level of initial force (FJ [max] ). Note that the same F (25 kg/sec) was 
used for each receptor at F^ (min) and F^ (max). While all the individual values of 
Fi (min), Fj. (max) and ^F were different, the DI responses are nonetheless brought 
into alignment to emphasize that for eight (dark lines) of the 11 receptors the dyna
mic response was reduced at higher initial force levels. The dashed lines show two 
receptors which displayed the opposite effect and one receptor for which changes of 
F^ had no effect on the DI values. The arrows mark the unit shown in A. 
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Figure 18. Relationship between the dynamic response of tendon organs 
and the initial level of ramp force for the whole muscle. 
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Figure 19. The response of a tendon organ to force ramps of different velocities during contraction 
of a single motor unit. 

The sequence of photographs shows a series of test ramps at rates listed above each 
record. The upper trace is the whole muscle length change associated with the motor 
unit force ramp shown in the middle trace. The lower beam is an interspike interval 
meter display and shows the discharge frequency of the lb afferent in response to 
the force change. The calibration bars indicate the magnitude of the various changes. 
The time scale is the same for each record. Some dots have been retouched. 
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Figure 19. The response of a tendon organ to force ramps of different 
velocities during contraction of a single motor unit. 



Figure 20. Relationship between the dynamic response of tendon organs and the rate of ramp force 
development for single motor units. 

A shows the positive arid negative DI values for a single lb afferent's responses to 
positive and negative F inputs associated with the rising and falling phases of the 
ramp force profile of a single motor unit. The negative DI was determined as 
explained in the legend to Fig. 5. Note the symmetry in the DI:F least squares 
power regression curves for the positive and negative quadrant of the B plot. For 
the positive quadrant the equation of best fit was DI = 0.5F (r = 0.97, P < 0.001). 
In the negative quadrant the equation was DI = 0.7F ^ (r = 0.90 and P < 0.01). B 
shows the range in DI:F relationships for motor unit-tendon organ interactions. The 
lines enclosing the stippled area are responses of the two individual receptors with 
the largest (upper) and smallest (lower) dynamic responses. These lines are lg&g£ 
power regressions. For the upper curve the equation of best fit was DI = 2.OF IQ 

(r = 0.99, P < 0.001); for the lower set of responses the equation was DI = 1.2F 
(r = 0.89, P < 0.01). 
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Figure 20. Relationship between the dynamic response of tendon organs 
and the rate of ramp force development for single motor units. 
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Che whole muscle preparations, a power regression line has been 

drawn through the data points because of the apparent curvilinear 

nature of the relationship. This curvature is slight, however, 

at rates > 5 g/sec. 

Figure 20A also shows the receptor's response to negative 

rates of change of force. Such bidirectional sensitivity could 

only be assessed over an adequate range of negative ramps in this 

one unit because in all other receptors there was a pause in firing 

at ramp rates > -25 to -50 g/sec. Nevertheless, the symmetry of 

the regression equations for the positive rates of change of force 
A /• Q 

(DI = 0.5 F » r = 0.90, P < 0.001) and the negative rates of 
.0.54 

change of force (DX s 0.7 F , r = 0.90, P < 0.001) illustrate 

the receptor's nearly equal response to positive and negative 

rates of change of force. 

Fig. 20B shows the range of dynamic responses recorded 

from the 16 motor unit-tendon organ interactions (8 tendon organs) 

with the open and closed circles representing the two receptors 

which exhibited the lowest and highest DI respectively. Notice 

that the size of the tendon organ dynamic responses recorded 

during motor unit contractions were smaller than those recorded 

during whole muscle contractions* The mean (± S.D.) DI for the 

motor unit contractions was 10.0 ±3.1 pps, approximately X7 

smaller than the average found during whole muscle contractions. 

As with the whole muscle preparations, the family of curves repre

senting the dynamic responsiveness of this sample of tendon 

organ-motor unit interactions were spread evenly over the area 



between the maximum and minimum lines. In contrast to the whole 

muscle preparations, the range between that motor unit-tendon 

organ interaction which exhibited the maximum response and that 

which exhibited the minimum response is relatively narrow. The 

open circle unit had a DI of 14 pps whereas the closed circle unit 

value was 5 pps, a difference of about X3 compared to a X5 dif

ference in range for the whole muscle preparations. 

The variation of the dynamic response with initial force 

and the size of the ramp was also investigated during motor unit 

contractions. A reduction of DI with increasing initial force was 

found in the majority of cases. Of 24 motor unit-tendon organ 

interactions, a reduction was found in (67%) of the cases whereas 

(13%) showed an increase and (21%) exhibited no change. When the 

size of the ramp was increased while keeping the initial force and 

ramp rate constant, the majority (79%) of interactions showed an 

increased DI. The remaining units either showed no change (8%) 

or the relationship was reversed (13?0). These results are then 

broadly in agreement with the earlier findings from the whole 

muscle preparations. 

Figure 21 shows the dynamic index of one tendon organ 

in response to force ramps generated during contraction of two 

different motor units which excited the receptor. Notice that 

the same rates of change of force produced by these two motor 

units did not result In the same dynamic response. A similar 

result was obtained in the other motor unit-tendon organ 



Figure 21. Dynamic responses of a single tendon organ to contraction of different motor units. 

Least squares error power regression lines are plotted to slow the relation between 
the dynamic index (DI) of a single lb afferent and the rate of change force (F) pro
duced by a series of ramps from two individual motor units. The equation of best fi 
for the upper motor unit-tendon organ interaction (closed circles) was DI - 1.9 
(r = 0.99, P < 0.001): and for the lower motor unit-tendon organ interaction (open 
circles) DI = 0.3 F®*(r = 0.96, P < 0.01). Note that although the same rates of 
force change are used, the dynamic responses of the tendon organ are different. 
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interactions. In other words, for a given receptor, the changes 

in DI with velocity were different during the contraction of each 

motor unit. 



DISCUSSION 

The present results provide for the first time a detailed 

description of the dynamic response of the Golgi tendon organ to ramp 

changes of active force development during both whole muscle and 

motor unit contractions. Use of a ramp force profile permitted 

separate control of the static and dynamic components of the input 

stimulus. This procedure, which has long been of value in the study 

of other receptor systems (cf. Ottoson & Shepherd, 1971; P. B. 

Matthews, 1972; Somjen, 1972), has heretofore not been attempted 

by use of active force servo in the study of tendon organs. Of 

further interest and considered first are results on the static 

properties of tendon organs. Certain of these static properties 

have been analyzed in previous studies (see INTRODUCTION), but the 

present report is the first to make extensive use of the length: 

tension characteristics in a muscle optimally structured for the 

study of tendon organs. 

Static Properties 

The Passive Force Responsiveness of Tendon Organs 

It has been reported by Houk and his co-workers (Houk & 

Henneman, 1967; Houk et al. 1971) that the majority of soleus 

tendon organs do not exhibit sustained firing in response to 

passive muscle stretch within the physiological range of muscle 

lengths. On the other hand, Jansen & Rudjord (1964), Stuart 

99 
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et al. (1970) and Goslow, Stauffer et al. (1973) report more than half 

of their sample did respond within the physiological range. In the 

present study, 36% of the tendon organs exhibited a sustained, 

steady response at lengths less than the maximum in situ length 

for soleus. The conflicting nature of these reports presumably is 

partly due to the difficulties involved in defining the physiologi

cal range of stretch (Stuart et al. 1970; Houk et al. 1971; Goslow, 

Reinking & Stuart, 1973) and on the detailed mechanical arrangement 

and anatomical location of tendon organs in relation to the sur

rounding muscle fibers. Certainly the vectorai distribution of 

muscle forces within soleus during muscle stretch and its distri

bution in relation to tendon organs is likely to be complex depend

ing on the number of muscle fibers attached to each individual 

capsule, the pinnate architecture of this muscle and the distribu

tion of intraconnective tissue amongst the many fascicles of its 

muscle fibers. It is not surprising, therefore, that differences 

have been reported for the percentage of soleus tendon organs which 

actually respond to passive stretch within the physiological 

range. 

Despite these difficulties, the present data support the 

view that some tendon organs can, indeed, respond to the static 

component of force development at lengths approaching the maximum 

in situ length. The magnitude of this response, however, is rela

tively small in comparison to the responses produced by active 

contractions. In fact, the intensity of discharge is so small 
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that during normal muscle activity, any receptor responding to passive 

stretch alone may be silenced by internal muscle shortening (Houk & 

Henneman, 1967; Stuart, Mosher et al. 1972). Whether or not this 

effect is of sufficient magnitude to negate the contribution of the 

passive element during a lengthening (eccentric) contraction (cf. 

Cavagna et al. 1971; Goslow, Stauffer et al. 1973) in which both the 

contractile element and the passive element are capable of contribut

ing to tendon organ excitation (cf. Goslow, Stauffer et al. 1973), 

would depend on the stiffness of the passive tissues within the par

ticular muscle involved as well as the extent to which the active 

force decreased as the muscle is lengthened within its own physio

logical range. 

The Active Force Responsiveness of Tendon Organs 

Behavior During Whole Muscle Contractions. The results of 

the present study show that within each whole muscle, the changes 

in firing rate associated with a given force of contraction were 

different for each receptor. In other words, the intensity of 

the discharge of the individual tendon organ per se does not 

reflect the absolute value of the force directed along the common 

tendon. This finding may be explained in one of two ways. Either 

the differences in tendon organ discharge result from differences 

in the sensitivity of the receptors or they arise from differences 

in the number of muscle fibers contributing force in series with 

each receptor. An attempt to distinguish between these two possi

bilities may be made by comparing the responses of tendon organs 

during whole muscle and motor unit contractions. 
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In view of the vide distribution of the muscle fibers of a 

single soleus motor unit amongst those of the other units (1 in 100, 

Burke et al. 1974), each muscle fiber attached to a given tendon 

organ is likely to originate from a different motor unit. As a 

result, we may assume that the firing rate attained during contrac

tion of a single motor unit depends on the contraction strength of 

the muscle fiber it contributes into the receptor capsule and on 

the overall sensitivity of the receptor to in series force develop

ment. On the basis of data provided by Henneman & Olson (1965) and 

Burke et al. (1974) the minimum and maximum cross sectional areas 

of individual muscle fibers from cat soleus are approximately 2800 

V>2 to 5000 |j,2. Taken together with the range of specific tensions 

2 
for soleus muscle fibers (1.7-2.3 kg/cm , Burke et al. 1974) we may 

calculate that there is an approximately three-fold range of con

traction strengths for. these muscle fibers (48 to 115 mg). If 

then, all tendon organs had similar absolute sensitivities to 

in series force development, we would expect a corresponding three

fold range in firing rate to be observed during single motor 

unit-tendon organ interactions. While in the present data a slightly 

larger range was observed (Fig. 10A), the greatest majority (23 of 

29) of the responses were in the range 20 to 60 pps. Clearly we 

need seek no further explanation for the variation in the response 

of a single tendon organ to contraction of several different motor 

units (cf. Table 2) and it appears that there might be relatively 

small differences in the absolute sensitivities of the various 

tendon organs within soleus. 
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In light of these similar sensitivities the simplest 

explanation for the differences in firing rate observed for different 

lb afferents during contraction of the same whole muscle are pre

sumably related to differences in the numbers of muscle fibers con

nected to the respective capsules. These differences in firing 

rate were generally in the range of 30-50 pps which is precisely 

the range associated with the contraction of single motor units. 

In other words, the difference in firing rate observed from recep

tor to receptor in the same whole muscle preparations could be 

interpreted as indicating integer differences in the number of 

active muscle fibers attached to each receptor. 

Comparison of the responses of tendon organs during whole 

muscle and motor unit contractions also allows us to estimate the 

number of muscle fibers associated with each receptor capsule. 

The range of firing rates observed during whole muscle contrac

tions was 58 to 195 pps. The range observed during motor unit 

contractions (i.e. the firing rates produced by one muscle fiber) 

was 13 to 83 pps. This data suggests that 1 to 15 muscle fibers 

(i.e., 58/83 to 195/13) can be attached to each receptor. While 

there is no direct anatomical evidence on the actual number of 

muscle fibers attached to soleus tendon organs, this conclusion 

is in keeping with the range of muscle fibers (3-25) observed by 

Barker (1974) in a wide variety of cat hind limb muscles including 

soleus, though unfortunately, Barker (1974) does not list the 

numbers per capsule for each individual muscle. 



The current finding is also consistent with the number of 

motor units found experimentally to excite a single soleus tendon 

organ in the present experiments (Table 1) as well as those reported 

by other workers (Houk & Henneman, 1967; Stuart, Mosher et al. 1972). 

It should be noted that such a comparison between the 

responses of tendon organs to whole muscle and motor unit contrac

tions may lead to an underestimate of the numbers of muscle fibers 

associated with each receptor because of the progressively decreas

ing incremental sensitivity of this receptor at higher force levels 

which has been observed directly during the combined contractions 

of two motor units (Houk & Henneman, 1967) and can be inferred 

indirectly (Stephens et al. 1974b; and Fig. llB in the present 

study). Despite this difficulty, the results of such comparisons 

are nevertheless of value in furthering our understanding of tendon 

organ physiology. It would be clearly of interest to examine the 

responses of the same receptor during contraction of the whole 

muscle and the single and combined effects of motor unit contrac

tions. 

Behavior During Contraction of Single Motor Units. The 

results of the present study confirm the observations of previous 

workers in this and other muscles that the responses of a single 

tendon organ to contractions of different motor units are not 

related to the various contraction strengths of the motor units 

(Houk & Henneman, 1967; Stuart, Mosher et al. 1972; Reinking et al. 

1974a). As explained earlier, the variety of firing rates observed 

from individual tendon organs in response to activation by different 
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Individual motor units in this muscle can be accounted for on the 

basis of differences in the contraction strengths of the individual 

muscle fibers contributed by each motor unit to the receptor capsule. 

These observations gain further significance when they are 

considered in relation to the anatomical arrangement between motor 

units and tendon organs. The force developed by a motor unit depends 

on the product of the number (N) and the force producing capabilities 

(P^) of its muscle fibers. The force exerted on the tendon organ, 

however, depends on the product n • P where n is the number of muscle 

fibers inserted by the unit into the receptor capsule. If we assume 

that only one muscle fiber per unit is inserted into the receptor 

capsule, the apparent sensitivity of the receptor during a motor 

unit contraction only depends on the absolute sensitivity of the 

receptor to in series force development (K) and the total number of 

muscle fibers in the motor unit (apparent sensitivity 8 tendon organ 

firing rate/total motor unit force developed at tendon = K*l*Pf/N*Pj = 

K/N). As it appears that the absolute sensitivities of tendon organs 

in soleus are similar (see above), then it can be concluded that the 

most important factor determining the apparent sensitivity of a lb 

afferent to contractions of a single motor unit is the innervation 

ratio (i.e., N) of the motor unit. Thus the decrease in apparent 

sensitivity with total force output obtained in this study (see Fig. 

10B) suggests that the innervation ratio of motor units Increases 

with their tetanic tension. Indeed, the relationship between appar

ent sensitivity and total force output is very nearly reciprocal 
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Implying an almost direct relationship between total force and 

innervation ratio. It should be emphasized that this conclusion 

only depends on the assumptions that tendon organs have similar 

absolute sensitivities and that each motor unit only supplies one 

muscle fiber to each receptor capsule. It does not depend on the 

intrinsic force capabilities of individual muscle fibers. 

The importance of this result is that the interpretation 

of tendon organ responses is consistent with the generally held 

view that motor units developing small tetanic tensions contain 

fewer muscle fibers than the larger more powerful units (Eccles & 

Sherrington, 1930; Wuerker, McPhedran & Henneman, 1965). 

Length Effects on Static Sensitivity. The static response 

of Golgi tendon organs is conveniently studied during contractions 

of whole muscle and single motor units by varying muscle lengths 

to grade active force development. In the present experiments all 

the receptors studied behaved similarly at lengths less than that 

equivalent to an ankle angle of 90 degrees. Tendon organ discharge 

always increased quite linearly with muscle force. While the overall 

firing rates were higher during whole muscle contractions than during 

motor unit contraction, due to differences in the number of active 

muscle fibers acting on the receptors in each case, the slopes of 

the lines relating changes in firing rate with changes of force at 

the tendon were considerably larger during single motor unit 

contractions. This stems from the fact that a much lower proportion 

of the force is recorded at the tendon organ in whole muscle con-

-tractions than in motor unit contractions. While only one muscle 



fiber is acting on the tendon organ during motor unit contractions 

compared with several fibers during whole muscle contractions, the 

numbers of muscle fibers contributing force to the tendon in these 

two situations are approximately 150 (Burke et al. 1974) and 24,000 

(Clark, 1931) respectively. 

In this and previous studies from this laboratory (Stephens 

et al. 1974b), smaller changes in firing rate were often observed 

in response to the same active force at long versus short muscle 

lengths. Since muscle lengthening is accompanied by progressive 

increases in the precontraction level of passive force acting in 

series with the receptor capsule, the decreased response at greater 

lengths suggests that the incremental sensitivity to changes of in 

series force development is reduced with progressively increasing 

total force levels. This is supported here by the fact that this 

effect was most pronounced for those receptors responding to passive 

muscle stretch and presumably, therefore, most affected by changes 

in passive force. 

Decreased incremental sensitivity at higher.force levels 

is indicated by our indirect demonstration that the relationship 

between force exerted at the receptor capsule and the increment in 

firing rate during contraction of several different motor units 

acting on the same receptor at different muscle lengths is curvi

linear (see Fig. llB and Stephens et al. 1974b). A further im

portant result of this indirect analysis was that the response of 

a single receptor to contraction of different motor units could be 

explained on the basis of a common input-output curve for the 



receptor. Similar results have been reported by Stephens et al. 

(1974b) for tendon organs in medial gastrocnemius. A consistent 

feature of both sets of results is that, viewed at the receptor 

level, each motor unit-tendon organ interaction extends over a 

different region of the "force at receptor-firing rate curve" (Fig. 

11B), but overlapping at low force levels. In medial gastrocnemius, 

the results suggested that while there was some evidence for a 

common "force-firing rate" relationship for the receptor response 

during contraction of different motor units, the data also indi

cated that the behavior of the receptor might be better charac

terized in terms of a series of overlapping curvilinear segments 

describing each motor unit's interaction with the receptor. Taken 

together with the changes in lb firing rates observed during 

fatiguing contractions (Stephens et al. 1974b), this suggested that 

the excitatory effect of a given motor unit might be limited by 

factors other than the contraction strength of the muscle fiber it 

inserts into the receptor capsule. For example, the mechanical 

coupling between the force of muscle fiber contraction and the 

receptor endings enclosed within the intracapsular septal compart

ments of the receptor may limit the degree of distortion of the 

free nerve endings by some of the attached muscle fibers but not by 

others. While such effects cannot be excluded in the present re

sults, the difference in the range over which a motor unit excites 

a given receptor can in this case be explained simply in terms of 

the different contraction strengths of the muscle fiber that insert 

into the receptor capsule. 
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Ensemble Response; Functional Significance. At the single 

receptor level, there is no correlation between the various forces 

exerted by motor units of different contraction strengths and the 

firing rates attained. At first glance, therefore, the information 

contained in the responses of each receptor and conveyed to the cen

tral nervous system would appear to be potentially ambiguous in terms 

of the forces developed at the tendon. As shown by Relnking et al. 

(1974b), however, the summed responses of many tendon organs is un

ambiguously related to the sum of their associated motor unit forces. 

During normal muscle activity, the force developed at the muscle ten

don is determined by the sum of the forces developed by each active 

muscle fiber. Each single tendon organ can be regarded as taking a 

sample of these forces. Clearly while an individual sample may be 

unrepresentative, the sum of many such samples will provide an ade

quate representation of the total forces developed at the tendon. 

In this study I have followed this line of argument and 

examined the summed responses of the present sample of tendon organs 

to the contraction of their various motor units at different muscle 

lengths. Such an analysis revealed that the total lb response 

closely followed the changes of total force development with length 

and emphasized the relatively small responses to passive stretch. 

During normal muscle activity, changes in force of contrac

tions depend upon the number of fibers active and changes in force 

development by each fiber produced either by its inherent mechanical 

properties or by changes in its rate of activation (Adrian & Bronk, 

1929; MLlner-Brown, Stein & Yemm, 1973). The ensemble analysis 
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and the responses of Individual tendon organs in this study demonstrate 

that this receptor can respond to changes in contraction strength of 

individual muscle fibers. It seems likely, however, that the most 

significant changes in the collective input to the central nervous 

system from these receptors will be associated with changes in the 

total number of muscle fibers active in the muscle which in turn will 

be reflected in the total number of active fibers contributing force 

to the receptors. Certainly this concept is supported by the step

like change in lb firing rate associated with the recruitment of 

motor units reported by Vallbo (1974) during a human voluntary iso

metric contraction of progressively increasing strength. 

Summary 

The key findings on the static properties of tendon organs 

and the conclusions they permit include: 

1. One-third of the present sample of soleus tendon organs 

exhibited a sustained steady-state discharge in response to passive 

stretch within the physiological range of muscle stretch. The mag

nitude of the response, however, was relatively small in comparison 

to that observed during active contraction. This finding indicates 

that the static forces generated during passive muscle stretch are 

a rather weak stimulus to tendon organs during natural movements, 

2. When the static responses of a single receptor were com

pared during contraction of several motor units, no relationship 

could be found between the intensity of discharge and the relative 

contraction strengths of the different motor units. Taking the 



data as a whole, the variability of tendon organ responses can be 

explained in terms of differences in the contraction strengths of 

soleus muscle fibers. This finding suggests that soleus tendon 

organs have similar absolute sensitivities to static force devel

opments, 

3. During whole muscle contractions, individual tendon 

organs from the same muscle discharged at different static rates 

although the forces recorded at the tendon were the same. This 

finding is consistent with the view that the number of muscle 

fibers attached to each tendon organ is not fixed, but varies 

for each receptor. 

4. An inverse relationship was found between the contraction 

strengths of Individual motor units and the apparent static force 

sensitivity of the receptors. This finding supports the view 

that there is a direct relationship between innervation ratio and 

contraction strength for soleus motor units. 

5. Changes in active force development with muscle length 

during whole muscle and motor unit contractions result in similar 

changes in tendon organ steady-state firing rate. There is, • 

however, a progressive decrease in the apparent sensitivity of these 

receptors with muscle lengthening. This result is explained in 

terms of an indirect estimate of the corresponding changes in force 

which take place at the receptor capsule. This analysis suggests 

that the sensitivity of the receptor decreases with increasing total 

force exerted at the receptor capsule. 



6. The collective static response of the present tendon organ 

sample during motor unit contractions at different muscle lengths 

suggests that while individual receptors can respond to changes 

in individual motor unit contraction strength, the most signifl~ 

cant changes in lb afferent discharge during normal muscle activity 

must result from increases in the number of motor units developing 

force in series with these receptors, rather than changes in the 

individual contraction strengths of those muscle fibers associated 

with each tendon organ due to changes in activation rate and muscle 

length. 

These findings and conclusions (particularly items 2, 4, 5 

and 6) are similar in many respects to those of Reinking et al. 

(1974b) and Stephens et al. (1974b) who studied tendon organs in 

cat medial gastrocnemius. By use of the more optimally structured 

soleus muscle, the present study included a lesser number of 

unusual responses considered "atypical" in their reports (see in 

particular Stephens et al. 1974b). As a result the main signifi

cance of the present data is that they offer strong confirmation 

to the previous study and extend our current understanding of the 

static properties of tendon organs. 

Dynamic Properties 

Dynamic Behavior During Isometric Contractions 

In a recent study, Stephens et al. (1974b) found that both 

the static and dynamic responses of tendon organs in medical 

gastrocnemius during isometric contractions of single motor units 
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was reduced with muscle lengthening. In that earlier study, there 

remained the possibility that the complex angular arrangement of 

muscle fibers within medial gastrocnemius might have complicated the 

results by contributing to unusual and "off line" mechanical coupling 

between muscle force and the receptor (cf. Stuart, Mosher et al. 1972). 

In the present study, length:tension curves had to be generated in 

order to choose the correct anisometric ramp parameters. I, there

fore, took advantage of this procedure in order to repeat the 

earlier analysis on the more simply constructed and parallel fibered 

soleus muscle (Clark, 1931; Rack & Westbury, 1969; Burke et al. 

1974). 

The results of the present investigation confirm and extend 

the observations of Stephens et al. (1974b) for the dynamic responses 

of the tendon organ during both whole muscle and single motor unit 

isometric contractions in cat soleus. Unlike Houk & Henneman's (1967) 

explanation, the reduction in dynamic sensitivity which was observed 

cannot simply be due to the onset of passive firing at longer muscle 

lengths because such a reduction was observed in the absence of 

passive firing. Rather this reduction is attributed to increases 

of the precontraction level of static force exerted on the receptor 

capsule with muscle lengthening (cf. Stephens et al. 1974b and 

above p. 107). 

An interesting feature of the present data was that the 

dynamic responses of the tendon organ observed during whole 

muscle isometric contractions were remarkably similar to those 

observed during motor unit isometric contractions despite the fact 



that the rates of isometric force development were substantially 

different for the whole muscle than for the single motor units 

(I .e., 17.5 g/msec versus 0.4 g/msec respectively). Such a result 

may be explained, however, on the basis of the anatomical arrange

ment between tendon organs and their surrounding muscle fibers. 

If it is assumed that the average number of soleus muscle fibers 

per motor unit is 150 (Burke et al. 1974) and that each motor unit 

contributes only one muscle fiber to any given receptor capsule 

(see above), it may be calculated from the present data that dur

ing motor unit contractions the mean maximum rate of change of 

force at the receptor level was 0.0027 g/msec (i.e., 0.4 g/msec/150 

fibers). The rate of force development at the receptor capsule 

during whole muscle contractions depends upon the number of muscle 

fibers contributing force to the receptor and the rates of change 

of force developed by each muscle fiber. By taking a value of 

24,000 for the average number of muscle fibers in soleus (Clark, 

1931), it may be calculated that the mean maximum rate of force 

development by each muscle fiber during whole muscle isometric 

contractions was 0.00073 g/msec (i.e., 17.5 g/msec/24,000 fibers). 

Thus, in order to explain the similar maximum dynamic index (DI) 

during motor unit and whole muscle contractions (23 and 35 pps 

respectively) one is led to conclude that 4 muscle fibers are 

inserted on average into each receptor capsule. In this way, the 

rates of change of force development at the receptor level would 

be similar in both instances (i.e.. 4 x 0.00073 = 0.0029 g/msec 
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for the whole muscle versus 0.0027 g/msec determined for the single 

motor unit). 

The calculated average number of muscle fibers which attach 

to each soleus capsule is lower than would be expected on the basis 

of recent anatomical and electrophysiological evidence (Houk & 

Henneman, 1967; Stuart, Mosher et al. 1972; Barker, 1974). This 

difference may reflect the problems associated with compiling data 

obtained during whole muscle and motor unit contractions in 

different experiments. In addition, the data of Fig. llB (see 

also Stephens et al. 1974b) indicates that the relationship 

between the force coupled at the capsule of the tendon organ and 

the resultant response is curvilinear. As a result, the comparison 

between whole muscle versus motor unit data may lead to underesti

mates of the number of muscle fibers attached to each receptor 

because of the decreased incremental sensitivity at high force levels. 

Such force levels may exist when all muscle fibers which Insert on 

a receptor are activated, but not when single motor units are 

stimulated. Despite these difficulties, the importance of the 

present analysis lies in the fact that the explanation for tendon 

organ behavior in these two situations involves a calculated nuoiber 

of muscle fibers per capsule which does lie in the range found experi

mentally (Houk & Henneman, 1967; Stuart, Mosher et al. 1972; Barker, 

1974). Clearly it would be of particular interest to compare the 

behavior of a single tendon organ during whole muscle and motor unit 

contractions in the same experiment for this would allow indirect 

estimation of the number of muscle fibers associated with each receptor. 



Dynamic Behavior During Anisometric Contractions 

The use of ramp profiles has provided a convenient means of 

studying the dynamic response of many different sensory receptors 

(P. B. Matthews, 1963; Brown & Stein, 1966; Houk & Simon, 1967; 

Ottoson & Shepherd, 1971; Lowenstein, 1971). For example, in the 

crayfish stretch receptor (Brown & Stein, 1966) and the muscle 

spindle (P. B. Matthews, 1963), a curvilinear relationship was 

found to exist between the rate of change of the stimulus and the 

dynamic response of the receptor. The results of the present 

experiments show a similar relationship for the tendon organ which 

could be described by a power curve, 

A further feature of the tendon organ dynamic response was 

its bidirectional rate sensitivity, at least as evidenced by the 

response to moderate negative changes of force. Similar findings 

have been reported for this (Houk & Simon, 1967) and other mechano-

receptors (cf. Houk, 1969), indicating that the tendon organ can 

signal both positive and negative rates of changes of force. 

The use of a ramp input has also shown that the tendon 

organ does not exhibit a pronounced initial burst or acceleration-

like response as has been observed, for example, for the 

de-efferented primary muscle spindle ending (P. B. Matthews, 1963; 

Schafer, 1967). Rather, the initial response of the tendon organ 

to step changes of velocity was similar to that of a secondary 

spindle ending (P. B. Matthews, 1963, 1972) in that there was an 

initial small step change in firing rate which was associated with 



" the start of the ramp but which could only be observed at inter

mediate rates of force development. At first glance, these 

findings would appear to contradict an earlier observation of 

Schafer & Schafer (1973) of a substantial acceleration response 

for the tendon organ. In this earlier study, however, tendon 

organ responses were recorded from a passive muscle during ramp 

changes of length rather than force. Under these circumstances, 

an initial rapid step change of force accompanies the start of the 

length change (see Fig. 1 of Schafer & Schafer, 1973; cf. also 

Houk & Henneman, 1967). Thus, rather than an acceleration response 

per se, the initial response noted by Schafer & Schafer (1973) 

simply represents the response of the tendon organ to the initial 

rapid rate of change of force. 

The large initial burst observed for the muscle spindle 

Xa ending is thought to arise from a "dry" friction ("stiction", 

Lennerstrand & Thoden, 1968) which exists in the passive intra

fusal muscle fibers at the instant of initiation of movement 

(see however Schafer, 1967). This effect may result from residual 

myofilament cross-bridges (Hill, 1968) because the burst is often 

reduced or abolished by fusimotor stimulation (Jansen & Matthews, 

1962). The acceleration response which was observed by Schafer & 

Schafer (1973) for the tendon organ during stretch of a passive 

muscle may reflect a similar phenomenon in those extrafusal fibers 

which are attached directly to the tendon organ (however, cf. Goslow, 

Stauffer et al. 1973). The lack of an initial burst in the present 

experiments during active contractions could be analogous to the 



disappearance of the la Initial burst during fuslmotor 

stimulation. 

The lack of a pronounced initial response for the tendon 

organ to a step change in force velocity is also in keeping with 

recent anatomical evidence (Schoultz & Swett, 1972, 1974) which 

indicates that the fine terminations of the lb afferent are dis

tributed evenly throughout the relatively consistent microstructure 

of the end organ. There is no indication that the lb sensory 

nerve branches differentially to terminate within regions or upon 

structures which have viscoelastic properties widely different 

from one another. Such a dual termination of the muscle spindle 

primary ending on both the relatively more compliant equatorial 

region of the heterogeneous intrafusal nuclear bag fiber and on 

the relatively less compliant central region of the nuclear chain 

fiber is thought to confer upon the la afferent its pronounced 

dynamic sensitivity to muscle length changes. In contrast, the 

secondary spindle ending terminates predominantly (often exclu

sively) upon the polar region of the relatively more homogeneous 

structure of the nuclear chain fiber and, like the tendon organ, 

does not display a pronounced initial dynamic burst. Furthermore, 

like the secondary ending (Harvey & Matthews, 1961)., the tendon 

organ continues to discharge during the declining ramp when force 

is released (Fig. 15 & 19), at least at the slower ramp rates 

where the dynamic component of the force change is relatively 

small. Thus the behavior of the tendon organ responding to force 
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is in many respects similar to that of a secondary spindle ending 

responding to length. 

In those experiments involving isometric contractions, it 

was observed that the tendon organ dynamic response depends on 

muscle length (Fig. 13C & 14C). This finding is complicated by 

the fact that the rate of isometric tension development also varies 

with muscle length (Stephens et al. 1974a and Fig. 13A & 14A). In 

the experiments using ramp changes of anisometric force, however, 

it was possible to investigate the effects of muscle length on 

the tendon organ dynamic response while maintaining a constant rate 

of change of force. The results confirm both the present isometric 

results and those of Stephens et al. (1974b). During ramp changes 

of muscle force, the dynamic response of the receptor to a given 

rate and extent of force development decreases with increasing 

initial levels of active force (which are also accompanied by muscle 

lengthening). As discussed earlier (p. 107) such changes in dynamic 

responsiveness are presumably due to increases in the pre-contraction 

level of total force exerted on the receptor capsule at greater 

muscle lengths (cf. Stephens et al. 1974b). 

The increase in the dynamic response of the tendon organ 

with increasing ramp amplitude, but at constant rates and Initial 

force suggests that there is a lag element in the velocity trans

ducing mechanism of this receptor which results in an upper fre

quency limit of its dynamic response. Even though the muscle Is 

at a longer length at the end of each successive ramp change and 



the receptor is in a state of reduced sensitivity, the dynamic 

response is increased with each test because the larger amplitude 

ramps result in a prolonged step change of velocity which allows 

for a more complete development of the dynamic response than is 

possible with short duration step changes in velocity. 

An important feature of tendon organ physiology is that 

the responses of a given receptor are determined by the forces 

at the receptor capsule rather than at the tendon proper (Reinking 

et al. 1974b; Stephens et al. 1974b). While the rates and extents 

of force development recorded at the muscle tendon during whole 

muscle contractions may be the same, the response recorded for 

different tendon organs in the same muscle may be different. Such 

differences presumably reflect differences in the number of muscle 

fibers inserted into the receptor capsule or perhaps real dif

ferences in their absolute sensitivities (as discussed above [p. 

102], however, the latter possibility may not be a dominant factor 

for soleus tendon organs). 

Similar problems exist for the interpretation of responses 

of a single lb afferent during contractions of different motor 

units (cf. Reinking et al. 1974b) in that nearly identical rates 

and extents of force development by the different motor units 

at the common tendon result in different.dynamic responses. 

Such differences must be in part related to differences in 

the innervation ratios of the various motor units. In other words, 

for a given rate and extent of force produced at the tendon, the 



individual muscle fibers of a motor unit containing twice as many 

muscle fibers as another motor unit could be expected to develop 

force approximately one-half times as rapidly as those of the 

other unit. Further implications are introduced by variations 

in contraction strengths of individual soleus muscle fibers. As 

discussed above, the data of Henneman & Olson (1965) and Burke 

et al. (1974) indicate that contraction strengths of individual 

soleus muscle fibers can vary from 48 to 115 mg. Under these 

circumstances, it is clear that the dynamic response of a tendon 

organ will not be the same during contraction of different motor 

units despite the fact that the rates and extents of force develop

ment recorded at the tendon are similar. This conclusion in no 

way affects the overall characteristics of the receptor's response 

as revealed by contractions of whole muscle or individual motor 

units, but rather demonstrates the importance of considering the 

fundamental anatomical arrangement between the tendon organ and its 

associated motor units (cf. Stephens et al. 1974b). 

Comparison of the ranges between the dynamic responses 

observed during whole muscle and motor unit contraction supports 

the concept that only one muscle fiber of a given motor unit 

contributes force to the receptor capsule whereas during contrac

tion of the whole muscle all of the muscle fibers associated with 

each receptor are active. Thus, even though there is some 

scatter around a mean value resulting from the different inner-

vation ratios, single fiber contraction strengths and differences 



In the rate and extent of each series of ramps, the narrow range 

of dynamic behavior observed during motor unit contractions 

suggests that similar-sized forces are being directed at the 

tendon organ. This finding, in conjunction with the recent ana

tomical evidence of Burke et al. (1974) showing that the density 

of a unit fiber within the territory occupied by its parent motor 

unit was remarkably low (often being less than 1 in 100), further 

emphasizes the unitary nature of a motor unit's input to any one 

tendon organ. In contrast, the wide range and even distribution 

of dynamic responses for the whole muscle preparations reflects 

the larger but random numbers of muscle fibers associated with 

each receptor which are active in that preparation. 

It is clear from the present data that the dynamic response 

of a given tendon organ is not in itself an indication of the rate 

of change of force recorded at the tendon. Indeed, it is fundamental 

to the anatomical location of this receptor that it signals to the 

central nervous system not the forces developed at the tendon, but 

rather samples the changes which take place within the muscle. 

Under these circumstances it is the collective rather than the indi

vidual tendon organ input which provides the central nervous system 

with unambiguous information concerning the changes in force at 

the tendon. This position is supported by the analysis of the 

static responses of tendon organs both from the present study in 

soleus and in medial gastrocnemius (Reinking et al. 1974a, b) which 

shows that the summed response of a number of tendon organs is 

related to the changes in static force at the tendon. 



Summary 

A summary of the key findings on the dynamic properties of 

tendon organs and the conclusions they permit include: 

1. The dynamic Index (DI) was directly related to the rate 

of change of force for whole muscle contractions and for single 

motor unit contractions. The relationship was found to be curvi

linear in both cases, however, and could be described by a power 

function of the form DI = aF where 0 < b < 1. 

2. The DI was greater during whole muscle contractions than 

during motor unit contractions. This result reflects the differ

ences in the number of active muscle fibers which are contributing 

force in series to the tendon organ. It follows that the rate of 

force development at the receptor level is also a function of the 

number of muscle fibers attached to the tendon organ capsule. 

3. There was no "initial burst" or "acceleration-like" 

discharge corresponding to the initial step increase of the rate of 

change of force at the beginning of the ramp. This result is con

sistent with recent anatomical studies which show the lb afferent 

endings to terminate within homogeneously structured regions of 

the capsule. The dynamic response of the tendon organ is then a 

property of the sensory endings themselves rather than a function 

of the satellite structure of the end organ in which they terminate. 

4. The size of the dynamic response diminished with muscle 

lengthening. The reduction indicates that as with static sensiti

vity the incremental dynamic sensitivity of tendon organs is a 



function of the precontractlon level of Imposed force of the 

receptor. 

5. The size of the dynamic response Increased with prolonged 

application of the dynamic stimulus. This result indicates that the 

dynamic sensitivity has a limited bandwidth and is time dependent. 

6. While the dynamic response of an individual lb afferent was 

a direct function of the rate of change of force at the tendon organ, 

the size of the response was not equal when similar rates of force 

change are used with different motor units to perturb the same 

tendon organ. Such differences presumably result from the various 

contraction strengths of individual soleus muscle fibers and gives 

further indication that the amount of force coupled to the capsule 

of the receptor can influence its dynamic response. 

It might finally be emphasized that the present study is 

the first to exploit the value of ramp profiles of active whole 

muscle and motor unit force development to quantitate the dynamic 

properties of tendon organs. In the historical sense, it is hoped 

that this study will be as significant a contribution to the tendon 

organ literature as was P. B. Matthews' 1963 report on the use of 

length ramps to study the dynamic properties of the muscle spindle. 
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